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In Our 97th Year

Members of the Murray High School Symphonic Band and
the Concert
Band were out early this morning loading buses for their
trip to the Six
Flags Over Mid-America Band Festival this weekend. The band
will arrive in

Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, May 6, 1976

One Section — 16 Pages

Se Louis this afternoon and will compete with 42 other bands
from ten
states during the festival.
Staff Photo by frank Gonzales

Wholesale Price Index Rises .8%
During April, Government Reports
WASHINGTON
AP) — The
government said today a steep increase
in farm prices pushed wholesale prices
up eight-tenths of a per cent during
April, marking the biggest gain in six
months and signalling a sharper rise in
the cost of living ahead.
The increase ended
entfis of
relatively stable wholesale prices and
was an abrupt break in the steady
stream of upbeat economic reports this
year.
Declining farm prices during the first
three months of the year had held down
the over-all wholesale price index. But
in April, farm prices jumped 4.2 per
cent while the index for processed foods
was up 1.9 per cent. This produced a 2.8
per cent increase in the agricultural
sector.
Wholesale price changes eventually
are reflected in retail prices, although
there are time lags and relationships
are not precise.
Industrial prices rose three-tenths of
a per cent last month, continuing the
moderating trend of recent months.

Showers Ending
Decreasing cloudiness and mild with
showers ending tonight, low in the low
to upper 40s. Mostly sunny and cool
Friday, high in the low to mid 60s.
Saturday mostly sunny and cool. •

However, the April report did not
reflect recently announced increases
for steel and other products which will
show up later as they work their way
through the wholesale price chain.
Economists consider industrial
prices a more reliable barometer of
basic inflationary trends rather than
farm prices which often move
erratically.
The Ford administration has warned
that the sharp slowdown in both
wholesale and consumer inflation
during the first quarter could not be
expected to continue.
April's eight-tenths of a per cent rise
in the vi holesale price index followed an
increase of only two-tenths of a per cent
in Marct. and declines in both January
and Felscuary. It was the sharpest
monthly iacrease since October's 1.1
per cent rise.
White Hulse economists expect an
inflation rate at the consumer level of
about 6 per cent this year, an improvement over the 7 per cent rise in
1975 and well below the sharp 12.2 per
cent advance in 1974.
During the first three months of this
year wholesale prices fell at an annual
rate of 1.8 per cent while retail prices
rose at an annual rate of 2.9 per cent,
the smallest quarterly increase in
almost four years.
In April, the wholesale price index
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The Labor Department said higher
prices for beef, veal, fish and roasted
coffee were largely responsible for a
rise in the index for processed foods and
feeds. Over the past year, farm
Farm price increases were the
products rose 8.6 per cent, while
largest in a year. The biggest increasee., processed food and
feeds were down
were for livestock, eggs and coffee. \ 00ff-tenths of a per
cent.
However, there were some decline,for
Industrial prices were up 6.1 per cent
grains, live poultry and milk.
over the year

Spring Concert To Be Presented
By Elementary School Students
A spring concert by participants in a
four-month free string instrument
program at Murray State University
will be presented Friday, May 7, in the
Recital Hall Annex of the University's
Fine Arts Center, beginning at 7:30
p.m.
More than 70 elementary students
from
Calloway, Marshall and
McCracken counties have been taking
part in the program since January.
Designed to stimulate interest among
youngsters in string music to provide a
basis for orchestras and chamber
groups in the area, the instruction has
been by faculty members and graduate
students under the direction of Prof.
David Nelson, an assistant professor in
the Department of Music, and who will
conduct much of Friday ,night's
program.
Also conducting will be Neil Miller, a
senior music major from Hawesville,
and Mrs. Marie Taylor, an assistant
professor in the Department of Music.
Will be at the piano. Other students who
have helped with the instruction during
the program include: Jennifer
Downing, Dianne Peacock, Kip Mason,
Susan Carp, Wayne Burt and Paul
Foster.
The youngsters playing will be: Tyler
Prince, Whitney Taylor, Brenda
Conley, Tiffany Taylor, Mark Hussung,
Mylinda Beth Mitchell, Stephen Jones,
Becca V. Wood, Trevor Joe Mathis,
George A. Moore.
Erin Burke, Carrie Rye, Mark
Ingram, Mary Kennedy, John Warren
Nix, Ken Mayfield, Thomas H. Venza,
Michael Sleeth, Angela Hamilton.

David Robinson. Slissy Conner, Julie
Ann Gargas.
Vickie
Hammack,
Amanda
Houghton, Tracy Beach, Neil J. Segal,
James Skipi Weber, Jeffrey Garrott,
Melissa Satterwhite. Diana Adams,
Jeffrey Carruthers, Brent Clark, Kevin
Cole, Bob Houghton.
Samir Mahfoud, Ben Underwood,
Shannon Beam, Bettie Moore, Joseph
Kennedy, Tim Wilcox, Mary Pat
Redmond, Aaron Barrett, Bill Maddox,
Michael Muehleman, Amy Spencer,
Brent Priddy, Tim Greer.
Corey Huie, Sam Taylor, Anne-Marie
Tonia Rye,Gina Herndon, Ginger
Gayle Graham, Don Brock, Carolina
Conley, Liesle Elise Franklin, Matthew
McClellan, Rachelle Weatherford,
Lone Parker.
Della Flaherty, Cecilia Redmond,
Allen McClard, Heidi Barrett, Billy Joe
Embry and Lila Umar.

City and County Progress
We are collectively aware of the
progress that has been made in our city
and county, and we are pleased to live
in a community that has exhibited the
public concern in building a hospital,
airport, health center, library, park.
and a road system.
"We especially note the additions
that are being constructed or being
planned at the library, hospital, airport, health center, park, and the
progress being made on our rural
roads. These accomplishments and
many others show our public pride and
our concern for each other.
Littering and Waste Problem
"There is at least one problem,
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however, that we feel should be addressed by all citizens, and that is the
problem of littering and waste. Thera
continues to be some of our citizenry
who insist on disobeying the law and
dumping their garbage and litter in
"areas not designated for dumping.
There are a number of trash piles
scattered throughout the county on the
edges of rate's where persons unthinkingly and without concern for their
neighbors simply refuse to use the
designated landfill. Instead they dump
their garbage on the side of the road.
"We have interviewed the County
Judge, County Attorney, Sheriff, and
Magistrates concerning this problem,
and we have advised them that we feel
the solution of the littering problem
should be a high priority for both city
and county governments. We urge our
law enforcement officials to vigorously
prosecute those who are caught littering in our county, and we urge our
public officials to recognize littering as
a high priority and to take action to
diminish the problem.
"In addition to the law enforcement
we have mentioned, our body discussed
several alternatives in alleviating the
problem in the county. Among the
possible solutions given us by Witnesses
were county-wide garbage pickup,
containers being placed throughout the
hours at the present city landfill.
"We do not feel that we should decide
the better method of solving the
problem, but we urge our officials to
seek a solution _ This is another area
iSee Grand Jury, Page 161

Five Named To

Faculty Senate
Five faculty members at Murray
State University were elected as atlarge representatives to the Faculty
Senate for 1976-77 in balloting on the
campus last Thursday and Friday.
Elected, with the number of votes
received, were: Dr. Alta Presson,
professor of home economics,61 votes;
Dr. Maxine McCants, assistant
professor of English, 56 votes; Dr. C. D.
Wilder, associate professor of
biological sciences, 54 votes: Dr.
Eugene Schanbacher, professor of
industrial arts education, 45 votes: and
Dr. Arvin Crafton, associate professor
of professional studies, 37 votes.
They were elected as senators-atlarge from among 10 faculty nominees
and will join representatives from each
of 31 academic departments elected
earlier in the spring to make up the
-voting membership of the Faculty
Senate next year. Serving as ex-officio
members are the officers of the Faculty
Organization and the faculty
representative on the board of regents.

Drug Education
Council Schedules
Annual Meeting

ON
• Family

19'

stood at 18L3, up 5.3 per cent over a
year earlier. That meant that goods
selling at wholesale for $100 in the 1967
base period cost $181.30 last month.

The May term of the Calloway County
Grand Jury -returned 18 criminal indictments according to a report issued
at noon today to Circuit Judge James
M. Lassiter.
The _grand jury:s repprt is, in part, as
follows:
"The Grand Jury spent the time
allotted in its concern with other items
mentioned in this report, and we did not
inspect the public buildings during this
term. We are aware from our personal
knowledge that the public buildings
which are ordinarily inspected by the
Grand Jury are in a good state of
repair, save and except the dog pound
and county barn, for which plans are
being made to replace or repair.
Drugs And-Or
CoterolledSubsta aces
"This Grand Jury has returned a
number of indictments charging persons with the trafficking, of drugs -in
Calloway County. We believe that the
returning of these indictments is indicative of our concern with the illegal
traffic and use of drugs. We recognize,
however, that the illegal use and
trafficking in drugs is a continuing
problem in our community that has not
diminished.
As members of the Grand Jury, we
were given information by narcotic
agents of the Kentucky State Police
that confirms this fact. We would urge
our citizens to be constantly aware of
this problem, to educate themselves
regarding drugs and their use, and to
assist public officials in their enforcement of the law. We also urge our
public officials to make every effort to
apprehend and punish those who break
the law in this regard.

OUTSTANDING ALUMNI—Dr. Pete Panzera, a
chemistry professor at
Murray State University, has been presented
the Outstanding Alumni
Award by the Pikeville College Alumni Association.
Dr. Parvera, presently
chairman of the depattment of chemistry and
geology at MSU. graduated
from Pikeville ()liege in 1942 with a junior college
diploma He received
his B.S.degree in 1947, his MS in 1949 and his Phi)
in 191 1, all from the
University of Kentucky. He joined the staff diMarrav
State in 1949,-

The annual dinner, meeting of the
Calloway County Council on Drug
Education will be held Tuesday, May
11, at 6:30 p.m. at the Triangle Inn. The
meal will be dutch treat according to a
spokesman for the group.
Reservations should be made prior to
noon, Monday, May 10, by calling 7535362 between the hours of 8 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. weekdays or 753-4783 during the
weekend.
Several items of business, incluctin,:
the election of officers are scheduled as
well as a program presented by David
Cooper, senior alcohol counselor at tte
Jospeh I, Friedman Substance Abuse
Center in Paducah.

f
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DONATED—LC Guthrie, LEL Nichols and Mr. Sellers of Water Valley are transporting four two-year-old
holstein cows being donated to a children's home about 900 miles south of Mesico City. 100 miles from
Guatemala. Gayle Shelton, of Benton, is treasurer of Helpers in Mexico, an organi/ation located at Benton with a 12man board of directors, through which funds are channeled to carry on the work at the home in Mesico. Bro. sack
Martin, former pastor of Sharpe Baptist(bur( h and director of the home in Mexico. said most of the hildren there
suffer from malnutrition and have never tasted fresh milk Many individuals and churches in the area have been active in promoting the transportation of these cows to Mexico. The cows would have cost over S1,600 had thes
been purc based in Mexico.
Staff Photo hyU1w4 Hill
COWS
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WITH THESE GIFTS..

Adams And Rockwell
Vows To Be Read

"Dealt--A

Mayfield announce the
Dr. and Mrs. James H. Adams of
of their daughter,
marriage
approaching
and
engagement
Rockwell, son of
Andrew
Lawrence
Amanda Merriwether, to
Hickory.
of
Rockwell
Edgar
Mrs.
and
Mr.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ivan
East of Venice, Fla., formerly of Calloway County. She is a
is a junior ac1973 graduate of Mayfield High School and
counting major atMurray State University.
Mr. Rockwell, a 1970 graduate of Mayfield High 5choo1,
received his B. S. degree in mechanical engineering at the
University of Missouri, Rolla. He is employed by the Federal
Aviation Administration at Fort Worth, Texas.
The wedding vows will be read on Saturday, July 17, at three
p. m. at the First Baptist Church, Mayfield, with a reception tc
follow in Wilson Hall at the church. All relatives and friends
are invited to attend the wedding and the reception.

Bride's Mom Sends
Thanks and 'Regrets'

Murray Woman's Club Board

Hears Red Cross Instructor

Reflection.
simple elegance for a magic mood
by GOSSARD-ARTEMIS

Mademoiselle
Downtown Shopping Center

.•:•:::
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Coffee Cup
Chatter

The Executive Board of the president elect, reported on
Murray Woman's Club met the state convention and
Monday at noon with Mrs. A. announced the press book won
C. LaFollette, president, the first place and the
opening the meeting by asking sweepstakes. Mrs. LaFollette
Hosick, announced some citations won
I.
J.
Mrs.
parliamentarian, to read the by the club in the Civic
Improvement contest.
Club Collect.
The Garden Department is
Hoke,
Charles
Mrs.
a Garden Fair to be
planning
corresponding secretary, read
club house May 15
the
in
held
a letter concerning the sale of from 9-1 p.m. according to an
project
Bi-centennial plates- a
announcement made at the
observed by the state and
business meeting.
d
discontinue
which will be
Penny Warren introduced
July 4, and all plates of the
Mary Jane Howard of the
destroyed.
be
design will
American Red Cross, who
A letter from Mrs. Sam Bell discussed courses on how to
was read who asked the club work
coronary
with
for a donation to the Charity pulmonary attacks while
Ball. Minutes were read by the waiting for the patient to be
Secretary, Mrs. Harold taken to the hospital.
Beaman.
Lois Keller announced May
A discussion of the care of 15 as the date of the horse
the club house yard led to show te be sponsored by the
having the ditch in the back Sigma Department and the
lawn cleaned, and the con- Rotary Club.
Mrs. Billington was apcrete seats, fountain, and
other decorative objects in the pointed to secure "Bell
back yard moved to a more Ringers" for the Fourth of
prominent place to guard July program here. She will
secure persons to ring every
against vandalism.
Billington, bell in the city at one p.m.
Bob
Mrs.

Thuri
The Gard
the Murray
meet at the(
the garden ti

By University of Kentucky
County Extension Agents
for Home Economics
For a new look in belting,
take a self-tie belt, put a
buckle on one end and tie it
around your jacket, coat or
dress. Buckle has no function
other than decoration.—Mrs.
Dean Roper, Courthouse
Mayfield.

Women
scheduled
p.m.

Commercial cleansers '
maybe used on coffee makers,
but most stains can be
removed with household
supplies, too. For all but
aluminum coffee makers, try
By Abigail Van Buren
a solution of 3 tablespoons
News S,ow,
baking soda to a quart of
water. For stains inside
aluminum pots, use,, a. sap-.
DEAR ABBY: Yesterday I received the following letter filled steel wool pad or add 1 or
in the mail:
2 tablespoons cream of tartar
Dear Mr. and Mrs. X:
to a full perking cycle. — Judy
Five months is long enough for anyone to wait for an Hetterman, Hickman.
acknowledgement of a wedding gift. In spite of my
continual urging, my daughter, who incidentally was taught
BE PREPARED Keep sevbetter, has not gotten around to writing her thank-you eral candles and at least
notes, so please try to forgive her laziness and accept my one flash light with fresh
thanks for the lovely wedding gift you sent. Siacerely yours,
batteries handy for those
MRS. BLANK
times when the electrical
power goes off unexpectedly.
Well, Abby, What do you think of the above?
— Maxine Griffin, Clinton.
Sign me..
FLABBERGASTED
DEAR FLABBER: I think it's evidence that there is.at
least one mother who finally backed up her bark with a bite.
DEAR ABBY: When a boy asks a girl to the senior prom,
how long should he be kept waiting for her answer?
Our son asked a girl, and so far she has kept him dangling
for five days. I think she is keeping him dangling until she
gets a better offer, and if she doesn't get any, she'll accept.
So, Abby, how long should he dangle?
TONY'S MOTHER
DEAR MOTHER: After dangling for five days, Tony
should consider himself cut down and free to ask another

Calloway
,Board of Tr
seven p.m
Library—
Xi Alpha
Beta Sigma
the Ellis Col
7:30 p.m.
An open house will be
held Sunday, May 9, in
honor of Mr. James B
Curd of _912 North Si teenth Street, Murray,
who observes his 94th
birthday on May 7. The
son of James E. Curd and
Eliza A. Curd, he is a life
time resident of Murray
and Calloway County.
Friends and relatives are
invited to call at his home
between the hours of
two and tour p.m.

Prog. Info.
753-3314

Ends Tonite
I DUMB()8.45

Pnoilme"

ea

7:25,9:10

Starts
Tonite

IF YOU LIKED-YOUNG FRANKENSTEIN
YCXI'LL LOVE

A BEAUTIFUL,
TENDER STORY
OF A BOY,A GIRL...
A BIG OLE
ORANGE ALLEY
CAT AND A
SAILBOAT!

X.%

It Started with 13
First known hogs brought
to the 1.'nited States were the
13 animals which arrived on
the coast of Florida in 1539
with Hernando de Soto and
his conquistadors. Hog numbers have come a long way
since then Last year, it is
estimated that sorne 63 million hogs we'P marketed. Hog
production, however, was
down sharply last year due to
high production expense. The
record for hog marketings
was in 1971 when some 94
million hogs were marketed.

Callowa
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Furthermore, it's rude to read in the presence of others. If
you can't get his attention long enough to tell him how you
feel about his constant reading, write him a letter and ask

him to read it.
For Abby's booklet. "How to Have a Lovely Wedding.'
send SI to Abigail an Buren. 132 Lasky Dr . Beverly Hills,
Calif 90212. Please enclose a long, self-addressed, stamped
(26*i envelope.

•
•
•
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—3 Council mi
- Homemaker
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DEAR GREAT I think your husband reads constantly
to escape contributing to the conversation

IF YOU ENJOYED
-THE OTHER
SIDE OF THE
MOUNTAIN"
YOU'LL LOVE

"The Bes'
by the Cello
School Speet
Jeffrey gym

PONY 7:15,9:55, 1

U
DEAR ABBY: This -isn't the most, earthshaking problem
in the world, but it bothers me enough to write a Dear Abby
letter.
My husband always has to be reading something. He has
to have a newspaper, a magazine or a book in his hand all
the time. He even takes reading material to the table to read
while he eats. Naturally this precludes any conversation
He uses an electric shaver so he can read the morning
paper while he's shaving.
When we're visiting friends or relatives in the evening,
my reader picks up anything he can find to read, and he's
lost in it for the rest of the evening.
I know there are worst faults, but we've been married for
four years and it's getting worse. Help me.
GREAT FALLS FAN
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YOU WILL SHARE
EVERY EXCITING
TRUE MOMENT
OF STORMS,
SHARKS,AND
DANGEROUSLY
CALM WATERS!

YOU WILL SHARE
A LOVE BETWEEN
TWO PEOPLE THAT
ONLY LOVERS
WILL UNDERSTAND
:••....
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To Be Married

Keenagers Dinner is

Thursday, May 6
The Garden Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will
meet at tbe club house to begin
the garden tour at one p.m.

Held, Cherry Corner
Sunday, April 25, was the
Fourth Annual Keenager's
Dinner for retired and senior
citizens of Cherry Corner
Baptist Church.
Sponsored annually by the
B.Y.W.'s of the church, the
dinner was held in Fellowship
Hall. After being welcomed by
President Judy Henninger and
the blessing asked by Bill
Allbritten, the group enjoyed a
varied and delicious dinner.
Adjourning to the church
auditorium, Mrs. Patsy
Nichols
presented
the
program which included
group singing of favorite
led bYTorn HOlderhy
and a time of sharing thoughts
of spring
what it means to
each one present.

Women of the Moose are
scheduled to meet at eight
Calloway Coanty Library
)3oard of Trustee* will meet at
seven p.m. at the Public

Library_ .
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of

Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
the Ellis Community Center at
7:30 p.m.
--North Calloway School PTC
will have a reception, at 6:30
p.na.. and 8 prainek supper atseven p.m. at the school. This
will be in honor of the
teachers.

use will be
May 9, in
James B.
North SixI, Murray,
his 94th
y 7. The
Curd and
he is a life
of Murray
y County.
tives are
I his home
hours of

and

Miss Debora Mae Eldridge

MOTHER'S DAY
.81.77is,g3.3u
caiPosioretteiPlonts

and Richard Lee Adair

Calloway
County
Homemakers Club Annual
Day will be at Colonial House
Smorgasbord.
„

May
Fellowship
Day
program by Murray-Calloway
Church Women United will
-tart at ten a.m. at Memorial
Baptist Church.

Area
Baptist
Young
Women's Retreat will be at
Jonathan Creek starting at
6:30 p.m. and
through Saturday.

Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey T. Eldridge of Murray Route Six announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Debora Mae, to Richard Lee Adair, son of James E.
Adair of Calvert City Route Two.
Miss Eldridge is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. 0. B.
Eldridge of Almo Route One, Mrs. Bessie Giles and the late
Hardin Giles of Murray, and Mrs. Margie McFarren of
Wabash,Ind. She attended Calloway County High School.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. S. T. Adair
!tzif Calvert City Route Two and Mr. and Mrs. LeRoy Bliss of
Gary, Ind. He is a 1972 graduate of Crete Monee High School,
Crete, ill., and is presently serving with the United States
Marine Corps, Memphis, Tenn. After being discharged from
the service, Mr. Adair plans to continue his work as a Baptist
minister.
The wedding will take place on Thursday, June 10, at 7:30
p.m. at the Faith Missionary Baptist Church, Hazel, with Bro.
J. D. Kimbro officiating. Only out of state invitations will be
sent, and all friends and relatives of the couple are invited to
attend.

continue

Wranglers Riding Club will
, begin its summer riding
season at the club grounds at
seven p. m.
Saturday, May 8
Gospel singing, featuring
The Century Singers from
Benton, will be at the Kirksey
United Methodist Church at
' 7.30p.m.

Plans have been completed
for the wedding of Miss
Marilyn
Kay
Prescott,
daughter of Mrs. Lillian
Prescott of Murray Route
Eight, and Larry Ray Flood,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Eura
Flood of Murray Route Four.
The vows will be solemnized

Mothers' Day bake sale will
be in front of Roses starting at
nine a.m., sponsored by
Durward's Chapel Church.

aci.w svr.ppikt
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*Cut Flows
•Nonging Baskets

Craig Banks ot Plainview Stables. Highway 121, Murray, will be teatured at the Society
Horse Show, sponsored by the Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's Club and
the Murray Rotary Club, to be held on Saturday, May 15, at 7:30 p.m. in the Livestock
Show and Exhibition Center, Murray State University;located on College Farm Road.

ffilaii9
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lir

owers
Flir

Sheep Were First
In the Bible, the first domesticated animal mentioned
is sheep. Contemporary archeoloiists disagree on whether
the dog or the sheep was the
first animal domesticated
man, but they agree that
sheep were the first meatanimals domesticated. Prehistoric man recognized sheep
for their ability to provide
both meat and clothing.

May

on Saturday,
8, at seven
p.m. at the Locust Grove
Baptist Church with Rev. Jack
Jones
performing
the
ceremony. A reception will
follow the ceremony.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.

A must :or all elegant fashions..fragrant perfume
and cologne from Elizabeth Arden, Chanel or Frances Denney. All are beautifully packaged and giftwrapped free'. Choose from Elizabeth &rasa at 3.00
9. 16.50; Clionsi from 5.50 to 40.00 and Frances Denney from S.00 fa 17.50. Hurry in today and make
your selection
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Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of DAR will meet at
the home of Mrs. Price Doyle
at 1:30 p.m.

j

Thank You!

for giving us the biggest Grand
Opening we have ever experienced. We
I appreciate it. We will try to live up to
your expectations and fulfill the
confidence you have expressed in us.

Sunday. May 9
Mr. and Mrs. Connie Wyatt
of Almo Route One will have a
reception in celebration of
their golden wedding anniversary from two to four
p.m. at the old Hardin School
building.

Free
Mink Stole
Autumn Haze
Retail Value $295.00
Just Register I No Purchos• Reqyrred I Winner Not,fiedo

Glover Home

Famous Makers

Scene, Meet
NYLON TRICOT
The April meeting of the
Pleasant
North
Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church Women was held at
the home of Mrs. Kathryn
Glover with the president,
Sonia Speight, presiding and
Lawson,
Dean
Emma
secretary, giving her reports.
Projects discussed were
making sandwiches for a
walk-a-thon, contributing
money to NEEDLINE, and
placing literature at the
hospital and local doctors'
.iffices.
Margaret
Nell
Boyd
presented the program on
"Letters From Cornelius,
Part I, II."
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Glover and sunshine
Cl)
friends exchanged gifts.
Those present were Rev.
and Mrs. Edd Glover, Mr. and
Crawford,
Mrs.
Nix
Mesdames Margaret Nett"Boyd, Virginia Jones, Delia
Graham, Christine Sherman,
Mary Katherine Cain, Sonie
Speight, Emma Dean Lawson,
Mildred Lowe, and Marketia
Cain.

The Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the Daughters of
the American Revolution will
meet Saturday, May 8, at 1:30
p m. arthe home of Mrs. Price
Doyle, North 15th Street.
Dr Edwin C. Strohecker,
guest speaker, will have as hit
"Children't
subject,
literature of the C,oloniii
Period."

Miss

hymns

"The Best of Everything"
by the Calloway County High
:-,chool Speech Team will be at
effrey gym at eight p.m.
Friday, May 7
Council meeting of Calloway
Homemakers Club will be at
1:30 p.m. at Colonial House
Smorgasbord.

Those present included: Mr
and Mrs. Bill Allbritten, Mr
and Mrs. Kelly .Burton, Mr.
and Mrs. Eurie Cunningham
Maggie Downs, Mrs
Lottie Farris, Mrs. Ruth
Ferguson, Mrs. Maude
Garrison*, lee Halcomb, Mrs
Mattie Heath, Mr. and Mrs.
Orville Moffitt, Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Roberts, Mrs. Rubine
Roberts, Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
Stokes, Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Waters and Jeffrey, Mr. and
Mrs. E. D. Winchester, Mr.
and Mrs. Dick Henninger,
Mrs. Drena Herndon, Mr. and
Mrs. Tom Holderby, Mr. and
Mrs. Mike Hutchens, Mr. and
Mrs. Vernon Nichols, Miss Ola
Mae Roberts, and Rev. and
Mrs. Paul Welch.

GOWNS
and

ROBES
by

LORRAINE
Gowns
11 00
The delicacy of lace and
on
embroidered
medallion over sheer
combine for an enchanting effect Created
in loungeweight An
Iron HI Nylon Tricot

Robes
1600

SPORTSWEAR

2 and 3
COORDINATES
Pe.
SKIRT
SETS
Exciting! New!
•
Famous Maker
JACKET
Coordinates
DRESSES
SIZES 8-18
•
DRESSES!
PANTS
99
RIG 599
DRESSES!/
SHIR IS
5'0 DRESSES
JACKETS

A
brightly colored
medaffiCin over sheer
lends on elegant touch
to the shirred yoke
Chain face trims the
collar and the sleeves
In Shrimp Ice Blue Sea
Breeze
and
Honeysuckle

Behr's Charge .. . Bank Americard . . . Master Charge

-4t f4

• 114414c...1-ha

CLEARANCE

Polyester Blend

PEG 24

g gg

JIiTh

Your Choice

99

1 599
SKIRTS

599
REGULAR
24.99 to 37.99

SUMMER
STRAW HATS
1.99 to 5.99,

Junior and
Misses Sizesy

• • Open Daily 10 a. m. to 9 p. m. Sunday 1-6

•Eaduemtatt.mta,43046ww1oa

•H k- ka .1-)0A-tt,i)
Lama-Tai,4to-tzlitiit Rota •Now-Pall'S

CiAlitt,t
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Rito'Burton Hostess For Meet
New Providence Homemakers

INV

7
7)
Your Individual Horoscope
Pz‘,10
Frances Drake

Rita Burton was hostess for
the meeting of the New
Providence Homemakers
Club held on Tuesday, April
20, at one p.m. at her home
Housden,
Karen
with
president, presiding.

FOR FR WAY,MAY 7, 1976
Look in the section in which area. Be alert and ready to
your birthday comes and find counteract with firmness.
what your outlook is, according Above all, avoid those who have
deceived you before.
to the stars.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
ARIES
"Let's Arrange the FurBe ready to face competition.
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
was the subject of the
niture"
stunuthe
enjoy
usually
Some excellent opportunities You
by Sylvia
presented
the
lesson
burn
don't
but
this,
indicated but, with them, a few lotion of
your
Puckett who said emphasis
more responsibilities. Accept candle at both ends in
should be placed on room use,
them graciously and you will desire to get ahead.
.. CAPRICORN
reap fine ddends-later.
how much 'furniture, size of
i Dec. n to Jan. 20)
TAURUS
balance, floor
furniture,
Not much planetary help
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
plans, built-in furniture, room
be
would
it
general,
In
here.
key
in
strain
Some
dividers, and energy conassociations possible. Probe better to stick to routine mata
take
to
servation.
too,
Perhaps,
deeply to find the cause, the ters.
better to cope with it ef- little time to make some longPatsy Pittman, secretaryfectively. In any case, keep range plans.
, gave her reports
'treasurer
».
your-sense of herwor-intaet
/end members answered the
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
GEMINI '
Some astute checking could
(May 22 to June 211
The old saw about the pen save you time, prevent wasted
being mightier than the sword energy and costly errors. Don't
has not lost its validity. Now's divert efforts into unproductive
the time to use your innate gift channels.
for writing -- and get what you PISCES
Calloway County Homemakers Clubs' leaders attended the training lesson on "Medicare" taught Wednesday
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 201
want.
glowing
to
heed
no
Pay
morning at the County Extension Office by Jim Cooper, manager of the Mayfield Social Security Office, and Mrs.
CANCER
reports or sensational rumors
(June 22 to July 23)
Griffin, Hickman County Agent for Home Economits. Pictured, left to right, are Molena Armstrong, Anna
Maxine
period for reviewing. You — especially if finances.- are
Belle Russell, Barletta Wrather, Sandra Barnett, Clyde Wrather, Dixie Palmer, Jim Cooper, Angie Gibbs, Mrs. Griffin,
may have to change some involved. Keep on an even keel
Justine Story, Beth Falwell, Viola McReynolds, Beale Gingles Iris Casteel, and Lou McGary. Annual Day will be held
procedures, systems, tie up and you should do well.
Friday at the Colonial House Smorgasbord with the council meeting to folloWit-T:30-0.m.
some loose ends. Re-examStaff Phobaby David Hill
YOU BORN TODAY are
ination of long-range projects
extremely gifted in the creative
especially important.
arts; are idealistic to an
LEO
itil unusual degree and highly
(July 24 to Aug. 231 fat-It
An excellent outlook' Day's imaginative. Your talent for
activities should prove even both music and poetry is not
more successsful than an- only dominated by an emotional
ticipated; could even act as a quality but by intellect as well
springboard to further prog- and, as either composer or
The United Methodist Quilt and also the Improved
writer, there are no heights
ress.
of Russell Chapel's Nine Patch Quilt would be
Women
which you cannot attain. Should
VIRGO
Church met April 12 at the held on May 10. Tickets are
you prefer to train yourself
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Members and sponsors of Mrs. Lucy Lilly, advisor.
home of Mrs. Dolly Lorenz. still available to the public
Follow your best judgment along other lines, however,
Calloway High students The meeting opened with the from any member. The
Murray High and
the
from
fields
many
are
there
make
should
you
if
Even
now.
Vickie introduction of all those proceeds will be used for
were
Calloway County High School attending
mistakes, they're YOURS — which you can successfully
Chapters of the Future Carraway, Janet Murdock. present including eight guests. Chapel improvements.
and less troublesome than those choose, notably: science, the
caused by another's well- law, statesmanship, education,
Homemakers of America Renee Tobey, and Gail Mesdames: Florence Jobs,
served
were
nts
Refreshme
intentioned but erroneous ad- photography or horticulture. In
attended the annual meeting Smotherman, with their ad- Flora Ford, Juanita Loy, from a beautifully appointed
such case, music or writing
vice.
of the Kentucky FHA held at visors, Miss Lucy Forrest and Dolores Rudy, Adra Keller, table by Mrs. Dolly Lorenz,
would make a satisfying
LIBRA
Ane avocation. On the personal side,
the Galt House Louisville Mrs Bess Kerlick
Thelma Auten, Blanche and Mrs. Lois Sparks to the
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23;
Consider new methods and you have an outgoing and _ Atipril 26 and 27.
guests and Mesdames: Lora
Larson, and Bertha Hillard_
"Future Homemakers
techniques, but don't overreach warm-hearted personality, are
Lora Wilkinson, Daisy Wickoff,
,
Mrs.
President
your capacities. Neither be devoted_ to family and friends
Reach Out" was the theme of
Wilkinson gave a brief resume Ethel Walker, Toni Hopson,
overanxious. Impress others and have all the instincts of the
the 31st annual meeting with
of the aim and purposes of Barbara Brown, Gustine Dill,
n.
Birthdate
humanitaria
Due
good
and
poise
your
with
Bob Shy, director of education
Eng.
Browning,
Robert
of:
UMW. Mrs. Edith McKinzie Klara Wutzke, Elvie Carson,
judgment.
and programming, Kentucky
poet; Peter I. Tschaikovsky and
gave the devotional by Lavine Carter, Dorothy
SCORPIO
Johannes Brahms, worldEducational Television,
(Oct. 24 to Nov. n) nt,
reading an essay about Hubert Sobieski, Helen Hanchek,
Aspects indicate the possi- renowned composers; Gary
Lexington, as the keynote
the Hippo from "Windows of Ginny Crihfield, Cecelia
NE
BROWNSTO
film
star.
By CEC1LY
bility of some deception in your Cooper,
speaker at the opening
God's World," a Bible text, Noonan, Edith McKinzie, and
Associated Press Food Editor
session. He spoke on "Com-Susan Adams.
and led the group in prayer.
COMPANY DINNER
THERMADOR
munication and U."
Brown
Estouffade a l'Espagnole
The UMW will meet'May10
Mrs. Barbara
French Bread
pioneered the
At the banquet Monday Zucchini
the book entitled at the home of Mrs. Lavine
reviewed
Romaine Salad with
evening eight home economics
of
concept
Secret
Irene
Carter with Mrs.
"Angels, God's
Marinated Artichoke Hearts
teachers were recognized for Praline
Coffee
Agents" by Rev. Billy Donnan assisting her. Mrs.
combining
Mousse
serving as local advisers for
ESTOL'FFADE A
Lois Sparks will review the
Graham.
conventional
L'ESPAGNOLE
ten years and thirteen
the business meeting book ''By Shaker Hands"
During
National
the
on
reported
cooking with the
a
The Murray Alumnae
from
Frenet
Adapted
ps
were
presented
was written by June Spriggs. The
membership
the
Atlanta, scholarshi
in
recipe.
great
chef's
Chapter of Sigma Alpha Iota, Convention
exciting addition of
to outstanding FHA members.
reminded that the drawing for Carter residence is on goat
2 tablespoons olive oil
Professional Music Fraternity Georgia, to which she had State homemaker degrees
(Pa
Ring
the best Microwave
be
the Double Wedding
Wright Road.
2 pounds stewing
for women, celebrated their been a delegate:
were presented to 319
to 2 inch cubes)
possible,
cooking
third annual banquet and
The Musicale followed with students.
2 large onions, chopped (2
beautiful
one
in
all
night.
Clark,
cups)
Musicale Monday
a piano solo by Mrs.
Future
year,
Each
2 teaspoons salt
block
gleaming
Twenty six members and MaDaguena by Ernesto Homemakers
rrierlibers
t::2 teaspoon coarsely crack:
Duets for
enjoyed dinner and the

)40'

4191-

roll call with a consumer tip. A
game was directed by Wanda
Osbron with Beth Falwell as
the winner.
The hostess served country
ham and biscuits, celery
sticks with pimento cheese,
pickles, cookies, and Cokes.
not
Others 'present,
previously mentioned, were
Iva Mae Allbritten, Iris
Casteel, June Curd, Dorval
Hendon,. Opal . Shoemaker,
Debbie Housden and Jay,
and
Williams
Bonicha
Aleisha, Deedy Dunn and
Antonia and Triee Reid, and
Van Pittman.
The next meeting will be
May 11 at one p.m. •AxiIth
Dorval Hendon as hostess.

Thermador's

X

6(c)A

Murray and Calloway
FHA Members Attend
The State Meeting

Mrs Dolly Lorenz Hostess For

Meet, Russell Chapel's Women

COOKING
IS FUN

MICROWAVE
COMBINATION OVENS
MAKE
ANYTHING
ELSE
LOOK
LIKE AN
ACCIDENT!
Before you settle for
your old microwave, and
your old oven "doing the
best it con" in your oveii
consider the
cabinet
excellent design of

Thprmador's
Exciting Combination Units.

IL,111

Banquet 8 Musicale
Held By Fraternity

Lecuona, two
recognize adults who have
pepper
French Horn by Dvorak, made a contribution to their
1 teaspoon flour
s-ounce can bouillon
10,
played by Mr. and Mrs. Gary organization by conferring
(beef broth
Dyson, and selections by the upon them honorary mem1 cup canned tomato puree
the
under
Chorus
Chapter
bership.
3 frying ( Italian) green
direction of Mrs. Joe Prince.
peppers, seeded and
Recognized were Bobbie
sliced into thin rings
Singing of the SAI Chorale Grogan, Deputy Director,
3 cloves garlic, crushed
Vocational
of
completed an enjoyable Bureau
In a large saute pan or
saucepot in the hot oil, brown
evening.
Education, Frankfort, forthe beef. Add onion and brown.
merly of Murray; Carl D.
Sprinkle with salt, pepper and
Perkins, U. S. House of
$•==01iC:=4
flour; toss. Add enough water
n,
Washingto
Representatives,
to the bouillon to make 2 cups
Vlothers Love Roses.
Fran
Mrs.
C.;
D.
and add with the tomato puree.
The Everlasting
Mix well. Bring to a boil. Add
Home
Maierhauser,
green pepper and garlic. SimRose Comes From
Economist, Kentucky
mer, covered, until meat is tenof Electric
Association
The Showcase
der and vegetables have disCooperatives, Louisville.
integrated — about 2 hours.
Skim any excess fat from top.
"Reach Out to Greatness,"
Makes 6 servings.
a Bicentennial Salute, was
d
Stemme
presented at the closing
Lovely Long
session. The Calloway High
FHA group, along with the
Marshall County High FHA
Rea.
Reg
group, took part in the session
$236
stem
S3.00
S27.5004°1- $25®osi
with a "Southern Harmony
As ailable in Morn's Favorite(olor
Singing" selection.
Good May 3 thru 8
Attending from Murray
High were Teresa Cunl2 Bypos$ ningham, Beth Outland, and
* Jan Outland, students, and
x==z4s====.1x=ex====.1)

guests
program that followed.
Mrs. Larrie Clark, outgoing
president, introduced the new
president, Mrs. Danny Ryan,
and her officers' for the
coming year.
Miss Susan Smith. president
of the College Chapter,

4tiother's Day Specia

Almond moth

From The Almond Board come these handy
pouncito-cup equivalents. If you don't have a kitchen
scale, they may be useful when trying to adjust heirloom tyi,iday recipes.
ALMOND EQUIVALENTS
•On pound whole natural almonds equals three
CUPS
• One t,xxind sliced natural almonds equals five
cups
• One pound slivered almonds equals three and
three-fourths cups
• One pound hand chopped or roasted diced
almonds equals three and three-fourths cups
• One pound whole almonds, ground in electric
blender equals four cups
• One pound whole almonds, ground in Meath
grater (mill) equals six cups (approx.)

gloss unit! Don't
ruin your beautiful
kitchen by settling
for anything less!
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Humanely Speaking
Written By The Humane Society Of
A Year of Progress"
The observance of "Be Kind to
Animals Week," which coincides with
the first anniversary of the founding of
the Huniane_ Society, provides an appropriate opportunity for evaluating
the progress of the society during its
first year.
From the first meeting in April, 1975,
which was held to see if sufficient
support for a society existed here, the
society has become a legally . incorporated organization of 140 members which carries out a broad program
designed to deal with animal problems
and their root causes in this community.
If nothing else had been accomplished during the past year, the
welfare program would justify the
existence of the society and the hard
work of its members. Most of the more
than 500 animals which have been
-saved" were strays and other unwanted dogs and cats which were
boarded temporarily by some of the
members at their homes until owners
could be found for them. In addition, a
number of puppies too small to survive

10 Years Ago
le for
ve, and
oing the
oven
der the

R. Gene McCutcheon,editor

"
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r
, o.,11,1• a
lot Ihr free exchange of differing
•!...rr, to the editor tn response to editorials and
les are encouraged

Judy Hargis, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Hargis, is valedictorian
and Mike McDaniel, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles T. McDaniel, is
salutatorian of the senior class of
Murray High School.
Connie Hopkins, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Dee Hopkins, is valedictorian
and Kim Eddie Pennington, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Clinton Pennington, is
salutatorian of the senior ClelSS of
Calloway., County High School.
Guinn. Jones, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Holman Jones, was inducted into the U.
S. Army and is now stationed at Fort
Benning, Ga.
The Murray High School Band won
second place in the Class A Division of
the Marching Bands at the Strawberry
Festival at Humboldt, Tenn.
Stan Key pitched his sixth straight
victory for the Calloway County Lakers
as they beat the Murray High Tigers 3
to 0 in baseball.

20 Years Ago
U. S. Senator Earle C. Clements will
speak at the Faxon School commencement ceremony tonight at 7:30.
according to Charlie Lassiter, school
principal.
Ptc. Allen Y Burks is attending
Spoken German classes in his off duty
hours in Augsburg, Germany.
New officers of the Delta Department
of the Murray Woman's Club are Mrs
Cook Sanders, Mrs. Graves Hendon,
Mrs. Hugh Oakley, and Mrs. Graves
Sledd.
Rebecca Devine, regent of the
Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the
Daughters of the American Revolution,
attended the 65th Continental Congress
of the DAR held at Washington, D. C.

Bible Thought
And Da0d said. Is there yet any
that is left of the house of Saul. that
1 may shew him kindness for Jonathan's sake? 11 Samuel 91.
God's mercy toward us is never
occasioned by our own goodness; it
is extended to us for Jesus' sake.

The Murray Ledger & Times
the Murray Ledger
Times Fs
published every afternoon except Sun
days July 4 Christmas Day New Year s
Day and Thanksgiving by Murray
Newspapers Inc. 103 N 4th St Murray
Ky,, 42071
Second Class Postage Pod al Murray
Ky 42071
SUBSCRIPT/ON RATES in areas served

Her Happiness Was Sharing
Her Preserves And Jellies

Calloway County

the wintery temperatures and hazards
of the dog pound were cared for until
they found homes. Injured animals
were picked up from city streets and
country roads, and a number of lost and
found animals helped swell the total.
Unfortunately, that total, however
impressive for a new organization,
represents only a small fraction of the
animals which met death or endured
suffering through cruelty and neglect in
the past year
Basic to a tong-term solution of
animal problems in this county is a
program of humane education. Classes
stressing kindness and proper care and
feeding of pets have been given to more
than 300 students in local elementary
schools. Supplementing this formal
program has been a comprehensive
program of newspaper articles, TV and
radio programs, films, posters and
leaflets, and speeches to local civic
groups.Such programs, it is hoped, will
begin to influence basic attitudes
toward animals and their problems,
increasing sensitivity to their needs and
concern for the problems confronting
the community.
The dog pound, which is operated by
the city and county ( not the society is
inadequate and has long been a sore
point among citizens concerned for
animals. With the help of local
authorities, temporary improvements
have been made to relieve some of the
suffering of the animals there: siding
was placed around the perimeter to
keep snow, wind and rain off the dogs;
wooden boxes replaced most of the
metal barrels; bedding ; rugs and rags )
was provided for the dogs; suitable food
was provided for pups: lights were
installed to afford some heat inside the
boxes. Last month, the Injection of
drugs replaced the rifle as a means of
putting dogs "to sleep" at the pound
(the society foots the bill), and the
society is presently raising funds to
install an exhaust fan under the tin roof
to ventilate the pound during the hot
summer months. Conditions are still
far below standard, and a special
committee of members is currently
studying requirements for a new
animal shelter
which will serve the
needs of all animals, not just dogs
Of course, a number of other
programs have been undertaken during
the past year, and as we have grown,
we have discovered that the extent of
the "animal problem- here far exceeds
our wildest estimations and our
capacity to deal with it. Long after an
adequate shelter is built, there will be a
need for an active and growing society'
It may be a surprise to many to learn
that the society operates without one
Penny of tax support. It is entirely
dependent upon donations and volunteer work for continuance of these
programs. Although it is now one of the
largest groups in the entire county, the
society needs money and it needs new
members. Some members board
animals — most do not But all have
taken a stand in favor of kindness to
animals! "Be Kind to Animals Week"
is an appropriate time to make a
commitment to the unfortunate
animals in Murray and Calloway
County. If you would like to join or
make a donation, please write the
society at Box 2934, University Station,
Murray, Kentucky, or phone 753-3994 or
753-2591.

by comers. 12 25 per month, payable in
advance By mogul_ in Calloway County
and to Benton Hardin Mayfield Sedalia
and Farmington Ky . and Poros
Buchanan and Puryeor Tenn 515 00
per year By moil to other destinations
530 00 per year
Member of Associated Press. Ken
lucky Press Associahon and Southern
Newspaper Publishars Assoc,atFon

OPEN
FORUM

Garrott's Galley

By M. C. Garrott
Mrs. Mamie Scarbrough, in her 97th
year, looked up from the yellowed
pages of a time-worn Bible. With the
help of a large magnifying glass, she
had been reading from the Book of
Psalms as she often does to pass the
time.
She was sitting in one corner of her
bedroom in her two-story home on
Highway 121 west. Despite the late
afternoon sun slanting in the window, it
was somewhat dark where she sat, but
she brightened it up considerably
tia
.
o)r!

'
t 8f

Mrs. Winnie Scarbroughaat 96
looking forward to Mother's Day.
moments later with her quick, warm
smile. Her handshake was firm as we
met for the first time.
I had gone to her home to see her
favorite old pear tree. No one knows
how old it is. It was there when Mrs.
Scarbrough and her husband, Walter,
bought the Will Kirkland place just
beyond the au-port road and moved
there in 1943. They had been forced to
leave their farm on the Tennessee
River because of the impoundment of
Kentucky Lake.
Mrs. Scarbrough fell in March a year
ago, and since then hasn't been able to
leave the house, although she can get
around with a walker. Most of the time,
though, she sits alone with her
memories and reads her Bible, just as I
found her the other day.
A daughter. Mrs. Murrell Madrey
and her husband, Ernest, live just
across the highway and look in on her
periodically during the day. Mrs
Madrey or someone else is always there
at night.
Until her fall a year or so ago, the
second one she's had since her 80th
year, Mrs. Scarbrough maintained her
own home and took great delight in
making preserves and jellies from the
fruit of the old pear tree to give to
friends and neighbors. She loved to
cut*, and her "tea cakes- were a
favorite of all who came to her home
One of her 13 grandchildren, the
former Kathleen Madrey, once wrote of
her
- Happiness to Grandmother is
sharing. Whenever anyone visits,
Grannie always wants to give them
something, and very often it is delicious
old-fashioned tea cakes, home-made
bread or a delicious piece of egg pie
She's easy to know and easy to love
Although she was in the hospital for
more than two months after falling the
first time in 1962, she bounced back
enough to pick up her preserve and jelly
making by using a long-handled knife to
spear the pears on the tree.
She once told one of her long-time
neighbors that she wanted to retire the
day she was 75, but that clay turned out
to be one of the busiest days of her life

ano she just kept putting it off until her
falls laid her up.
+++
\This spring, the old pear tree
btossomed out as beautiful as ever and
had a nice crop of pears coming along
when a high wind a few weeks ago split
a down the middle Half ofit,aOW living
and bearing pears, lies on the ground.
The other is tall and as straight as ever.
It'll be like losing a member of the
family when Mr. Madrey goes over and
removes the fallen half one of these
days, but with the big crop of pears on
it, they're postponing this unpleasant
chore.
Last year, Mrs. Madrey and her
sisters took over their mother's
preserve and jelly-making tradition,
and they plan to do it again this year. I
came away with three beautiful jars of
these sweets.
+++
Born November 30, 1879, in Stewart
County, Tenn., Mrs. Scarbrough has
been a widow since 1946 when her
husband died at the age of 67. She's
never had much in the way of material
things, but she has always considered
herself rich because of her children and
their families.
To illustrate this, she often tells the
story of two ladies, one rich, one poor.
The rich lady was showing the other all
her fine jewels and clothes. The poorer
lady simply gathered her children
about her and said "these are my
jewels.- That's how she lives and feels.
+++
In addition to Mrs. Madrey, Mrs.
Scarbrough's children are Mrs. Cecil
Alice) Like of Kirksey; Mrs. Hugh
Walena ) Alexander of Murray; Mrs.
James (Dorothy) Grogan
of
Jacksonville, Fla., and John Scarbrough, who lives on Magnolia Drive.
Jerry Scarbrough, who lives just
across from us, is one of her 13 grandchildren. Her fourth generation is
already under way.
Sunday is "Mother's Day," and in the
past for her family this has meant
gathering at Mrs. Scarbrough's for a
trig get-together and a big dinner, but
this year they'll be dropping in on her
throughout the day with flowers and
presents.
That's the kind of reflection she gets
from her ''jewels."

I(*worts expressed in this colorful are those of the writer arid do not
necessarily reflect the editorial sews of The Murray ledger & Dines
Readers who would like to express their opium on the Mlles dISCUNtied Ultras
column are encouraged to respond with e letter To The Editor ;
•

On Mother's Day
By Henry McKenzie
Mother's Day originated in Pennsylvania in 1908 A Philadelphia
daughter went annually on her
mother's birthday to her old home in
Virginia, and to her mother's burial
place. She went to her old Sunday
—School Superintendent and asked the
„privilege of conducting a memorial
laarvice. She said there was lack of
respect for mothers, a growth of indifference, and a need of renewed
loyalty.
The sentiment grew and spread
throughout the state, and finally the
United States. It was good for the
nation; it was good for homes; it was
good for humanity. Eventually it was
taken up by the United States Congress
and in 1914, Woodrow Wilson signed the
bill, proclaiming the second Sunday in
May each year to be observed as
Mother's Day.
A PRAYER
OUR FATHER, Thou Who art our
help and refuge, Thou Who hest ever
been our strength and hope, we come to
Thee this day dedicated both to the
memory of mothers who are no longer
here, and to the ministry of those who
still share life with us.
We thank Thee for that beneficent
plan which sets our pilgrimage of life in
families; for homes where love undergirds our falling strength and
purpose; for sacrifice which shines
through soft faces, and for human
tenderness that deems us better than
we are.
We confess that we have not lived up
to the pride which shines in a mother's
eyes, and have not attained the ideals
which she would have us reach. Many
mothers have never known gratitude
and a sense of indebtedness as
reciprocation for their love. Yet, their
love continues to hover as a blessed
influence They have taught us to
comprehend a life beyond the actual
They have nourished ideals within our
hearts, and watered them with their
tears Revealing that which cannot be
purchased with gold, they' have
redemed our days from the stained, the
sordid, and the soiled, through a
deathless hooe. .
Through them, by proxy for- Thy

love and care, we have come with our
doubts to find faith; in our darkness to
seek They light; in our sorrow to find
comfort. Through mothers, hope inspires the fearful; joy reaches the
sorrowful; poise calms the unbalanced,
and youth is brought instruction in the
ways of man, and in. Thy waYa for Us..
We are thankful for mothers who
continue to speak the Words of life.
For the mothers of the Bible and
those who have followed in their pathways—the Hagars, the Hannahs, the
Rizpahs, the Naornis, and the Marys,
we are thankful for their enrichment of
our lives; for the rich heritage that has
been vouchsafed to this world through
its mothers.
Our prayers are for the women of
today, so many of whom are leaving
their homes to work amid the press of
modern life. Save them from the strain
that would unfit them for the holy duties
of home and motherhood which the
future may lay upon them. Give them
the grace to cherish, under the new
surroundings, the old sweetness and
gentleness of womanhood, and in the
rough mingling of life, tc keep their
hearts pure and their lives untarnished.
If it must be that our women toil like
men, help us still to reverence in them
the mothers of the future. Make us
determined to shield them that the
women of our nation be not drained of
strength and hope, lest our homes grow
poor in the wifely sweetness and
motherly love which have been the
saving strength and glory of our
country' Help us to guard the daughters
of today who must soon go out into that
world which we are now fashioning for
others.
Awaken in each of us our opportunities, our responsibilities and
privileges to serve the womenkind of
the world, for from them will future
generations learn courage, vision and
faith. Help us so to sense Thee, that the
divine may become domesticated in our
homes, and therein we will find our
pathways to Thee.
Grant us hearts to cherish
motherhood, and sympathy and understanding to love as we ought, and to
give our love its full expression.
Through Jesus Christ, our Lord, Amen.

_
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HERE

Let's Stay Well

New Use Of An Old Drug
By

J 1. Blasingarne, M
Blasanaarrw

An old medicine is finding a
new 11SP in the relief of pain associated with heart attack.
ThLs medicine Ls a gas. nitrous
oxide, popularly known as
"laughing gas" Its pain-killing
effects have been known for
more than 150 years. and it has
been used as a general
anesthetic for surgery but not for
a medical condition such as
heart attack
Severe, recurrent pain in the
chest, neck or arms following a
heart attack is often evidence of
a poor outlook Pain appears to
encourage an extension of
damage to the heart movie, but
prompt relief increases the
chances of recovery
Medicines traditionally used to
stop pain are not altogether
satisfactory Opiates and other
narcotie_s trinsz relief hut may

aLso produce nausea. vomiting,
and slowing of respiration These
effects are undesirable and often
add unwelcome stress to the
overburdened heart Another
undesirable effect of these
medications is an occasional
development of heartbeat irregularit les
As accounted recently in US
News At World Report, Peter
Thompson. MD., and Bernard
[Awn. M I), treated a series of
heart attack victim.s at Peter
Brigham Hospital in Boston
effectively with "laughing gas.'
Over OM' third of the patients
reeeived complete relief of pain
and three fourths gained -sig
mficant realty-non The physicians made their report in the
Journal of American Medicine
Drs Thnmpson and Lown
point out that-while the; WOE' of

nitrous mode is not practiced in
the United States, the idea del
not originate with them "Laust
mg gas" has been tried since 1968
in Ruta as the preferred man
agement of pain associated with
heart attack
Q Mr R11 asks if night vision
diminishes in older peranns and
may impair their Malty to drive
an automobile at night
A According to Verne
Roberts Ph.D., head of the National Driving Center near
Durham, N.C., night vision
diminishes shout 10 per cent ev
ars/ IS years after age 71 Fie
recommends that in their own
interest_ as well as that of ethers,
older people realm their vraial
handicap at night by limiting
their driving and by practicing
caution Headlight glare. the

windshield, eyeglasses and
weattw•r may increase the impairment of visibility
Q Mr PW inquires whether
powtc other than coal miners
acquire black-ling &space
A Black lung disease Ls a nonmedical description of a lung
condition associated with
prolonged exixsurr to coal dist
The medical term is anthracoss
(pneurntarrunsisi Many urban
dwellers have similar hut less
severe deposits of coal chst in
their lungt but they usually
cause no symptoms or disability
In wane coal miners, the extensive depnsits result in a thickening of the lungs and impairment
of then- function similar to
emphysema.

OPEN AT 7:30 MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
PHONE 247-6020 PHONE 753-1452 AFTER 5 PM
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Million
$2
ment byAt Leasttechnological
Computer Crimes Cost G overn
average loss in
sophisticated
fictitious companies set up
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Criminals have manipulated
government computers to
steal about $2 million in 69
known cases, but the over-all
loss could be much higher,
congressional auditors say.
"A wide variety of computer-released crimes in all
levels of government has been
discovered," the General
Accounting Office concluded
in a recent report.
The GAO said the frauds
were possible because of lax
controls over the computer

systems maintained by
numerous government
agencies.
In its investigation, the
congressional audit agency
obtained information on 69
computer crime cases from
nine major government
departments.
In one case, the report said,
a government employe entered fake payment vouchers
into a computer system.
-The computer could not
recognize that the transactions were fraudulent and
issued checks payable to

Local Educator Authors
Article In Publication

the employe and his accomplices," the auditors
wrote.
The checks were sent to
banks where the conspirators
had opened accounts for the
"The
firms.
fictitious
criminals then withdrew the
funds from the accounts," the
report continued.
This scheme cost the
government $100,000, the
auditors said.
About 62 per cent of the
government computer crimes
involved such relatively
simple operations, contrary to
the widespread belief that
computer crime requires

expertise, the report observed.
In other cases, the report
said some employes have
illegally used government
computers.. for their own
purposes. This has cost the
government several thousand
dollars in computer time, the
report said.
The auditors said that on the
basis oil, the 69 known cases,
the government loses less in
the average computer crime
than private industry. The
average government loss in
each case was $44,000, while a
Stanford Research Institute
report in 1963 estimated the

computer
crimes in private industry was
$450,000.
The report said many of the
69 government cases have
resulted in criminal convictions, but gave no precise
figures.
The auditors recommended
that 'government agencies
develop tighter controls and
auditing procedures to ensure
that only authorized employes
operate computers. The
computer
said
report
be
should
operations
separated in ways which
would reduce an employe's
opportunity to carry out fraud
schemes.
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tne classroom; to cause the
student to become more
aware of one's environment
personal
creative
and
potential as an individual; and
to study the
possible
Staff Photo by Frank Gonzales
correlation of art with other
subjects."
The article names three
distinct designs to be isolated
by studying the past history of
art education, "The Methods
and Materials Approach,"
"The Philosophy and Theory
Approach," and "Develop"The board might want
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — decisions on the local level.
education, but the
Approach."
felt
he
mental
quality
that
added
Graham
because
concern
Citing
basketThe article concludes "Can
several high schools have local board are concerned people might want
added.
these students be creative?
been unable to earn a about ratings and that the ball," Graham
action came
board's
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into
take
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should
board
state
"standard" accreditation, the
some members said they
under
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work,
state Board of Education has account the special problems after
officials were
school
local
that
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rival
level.
will
guidance,
local
the
on
faced
those
from
invited officials
of senior art majors. They can
For example, Graham cited not doing enough to upgrade
schools to detail their
schools.
produce work that is to be
problems at the state board's Spencer County, which has their
said many of the
Brown
approve
to
voters
looked at with the brain as
get
to
failed
June 16 meeting.
schools that were rated basic
well as the , eyes, is comThe vote Wednesday to an increase in the schoOl tax.
are
this year received the same
themselves
people
positionally sound, fresh and
"The
invitations
the
extend
year ago.
creative, and expresses intriggered a discussion over rejecting the opportunity for a rating a
the lowest
is
rating
basic
A
Graham
education,"
dividual feeling, thoughts and
good
outlined
educational priorities
accreditation. The
emotions. If these students
by the state board and by local said. "If they don't have the level of full
can produce this type of work
money to do what they want to next level is standard while
boards.
. PROCLAMATION
and local people won't vote comprehensive is the highest.
m one semester, hopefully
do,
—State Superintendent of
City of
"I can't see any point in
they will not only be better
Public Instruction Dr. James a tax, where are we?"
Murray
Dorothy Slocum of Owen- spending all this Money and
equipped to direct art acGraham questioned whether
We have been
WHEREAS:
for
people
these
all
hiring
by
claims
tivities in their elementary
the invitations were necessary sboro questioned
if we're not endowed by our Creator not classrooms, but will enjoy
and whether the meeting some school districts that they accreditation
and
blessings
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anything," Brown only with
every minute of it."
would accomplish anything. lack the funds to upgrade going to do
we must say the benefits of our animal friends,
"Either
said.
she
that
saying
education,
might
officials
School
food
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us
provide
have set are who
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP ) —
misinterpret the invitation as finds it "hard to believe that standards we
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members of the
an indication the state board is there is any county in the state right and must
with a firm responsibility to University of Kentucky board
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we're
than
more
pay
can't
which
telling them what to do, said
good ratings." protect the dumb creatures of trustees have been reapGraham, and added that the four per cent of the school schools that got
and
Henry Pogue of Ft. Thomas given us as a sacred trust,
pointed to four-year terms.
state board must leave local costs."
and mercy to
kindness
show
to
it
make
should
board
the
said
has
The reappointment of
them
of
one
"And every
all of our affairs and
George W. Griffin of London
their basketball team," added clear to local boards that they them in
WHEREAS: the people ir and William Stur gill of Hazard
the Rev. Bob Brown of are expected to improve the
City of Murray are deept was announced Wednesday by
the
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of
quality
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chairman
Lexington,
to the animal -'anti_ Gov. Julian Carroll.
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local
that
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must
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Open Everyday at 11:00
Other board members boards come up with
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for
agencies
a
get
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for
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poirIel out that local boards
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contribution they make
succeed Stanley W. Burlew of
have the right to choose to reasonably equal education,"
educating our children in Owensboro, whose term exsaid.
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have a
and in pired.
Graham said the solution is humane principles,
stead of, for example, a
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true
a
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spirit of kindness and conboard can't dictate their convince them that education
sideration for animals in the
is worthwhile.
choices.
minds and hearts of all our
a
given
were
schools
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said
Brown agreed, but
people, and
rating
some of the schools defending -basic" accreditation
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Bell,
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their priorities
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education,
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SHOW MOM HOW MUCH YOU CARE THIS MOTHER'S DAY!
and
Spencer
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opportunity to learn."
grows kindness and love for
and
God,
and
both Man
soo
WHEREAS: the first full
week of May has been set as
Soto,
11.1 Soo.. loci
the annual celebration of the
Witi 4 Sopo<lo,
national week observing the
fIrPoo
Piet Sooso4
philosophy of kindness to
Tie P000lao
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NOW THEREFORE: I,
3 Row Band
1 D.kid Weieet
PoDelar Dome
•
CI lisomona
John E. Scott by virtue of the
Si 09 WAS
WAS
WAS
power vested in me as Mayor
si 600 hlOw$888
5450 NOW
5300 NOW I
Now
;ro
of the City do proclaim and
Yri "
v•
pronounce the week of May 2-8
as "Be Kind to Animals
A
Diamond Pendants
Week." .
11.4. a
John E. Scott
Tow
Choice
Mayor
GRAND OPENING—Grand opening ceremonies were held this morning at the new
left
location of Morris Refrigeration,;06 S. 4th. Participating in the ribbon cutting were,
Murray
and
Morris
Kathleen
and
to right, Walter Downs, district sales manager. Doyce
Police Chiet Brent Manning who did the honors by cutting the ribbon.

School Officials Invited To
Testify Before State Board

A local educator is the
author of a feature article in
an art education magazine for
teachers
distributed
nationwide and in foreign
countries.
Jerry Speight, assistant
professor in the Department
of Art at Murray State, is the
author of the article, entitled
"A look inside art education
270."
The article lists some of the
objectives of the course, which
include: "To stress the importance and value of including art within the
elementary curriculum; to
provide the student with
supervised studio experience
in art supplemented with a
review of contemporary and
past artists' work; to review
the different levels of
children's artistic expression;
to discuss current art
education philosophy and
theory and its application in
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WE GIVE YOU THE UNBELIEVABLE
DODGE ASPEN FOR ONLY $3336:
and comHere s the unbelievable small car. Aspen otters you ride
fort that rival those of a big car. All for the price of a small car
coupe,
*Manufacturer's suggested retail price for an Aspen
excluding taxes, optional equipment. destination charges. and
t license and title fees
Nen
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Jim Fain Motors
810 Sycamore - 743-0632
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PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS, crime and its
effect upon the lives and
property of our citizens
continue undiminished,
despite efforts by government, citizens' organizations
and many individuals, and
WHEREAS,the problems of
crime touch and affect all
segments of our society undermining and eroding the
moral and economic strength
of our communities and their
citizens, and
WHEREAS, there is still a
reluctance on the part of many
citizens to involve themselves
in actions to insure the
protection, rights and wellbeing of their fellow citizens,
and
WHEREAS, Optimist clubs
and their members continue to
sponsor and support programs
aimed at combatting crime
and disrespect for law through
year-round efforts; now
therefore be it
RESOLVED,that I, John E.
Scott proclaim the week of
May 1-7, 1976, as RESPECI'
FOR LAW WEEK,and ask all
citizens of Murray, Ky. to join
with the Optimists in carrying
the message of respect lot law
to other citizens, and by
example, exercise responsible
citizenship.
John Fa Scott
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Five Millionaires
Paid No '74 Taxes

Clits40

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Five millionaires were among
the
more
than
3,000
Americans who earned $50,000
or more in 1974 and paid no
federal income tax, the
Internal Revenue Service
says.
The number of millionaires
who got off scot free was down
from seven in 1973, the IRS
said.
There were 244 individuals
with adjusted gross incomes
of $200,000 or more who paid
no taxes in 1974. In 1973 there

were only 164
In the $50,000-to-$200,000
Reck.,c6a from ow isns Soong erg awe
category, 3,ac3 persons paid
• Forcer:lair drying circulates at all around dishes
no 1974 taxes.
• Power Miser Control allows energy-saving cool air drying
Meanwhile, persons in th,
• Sani cycle features hygienic 155"f temperature rinse
$12,000 to $13,000 category • No pre-rinsing pulverize' grinds remaining food bil
roughly equivalent to the
• Two level wash action spray arms middle, bottcni
$12,800 median family income
• Platewarm feature lets you warm plates in machine
for 1974 — paid $1,387 in taxes,
or about 11 per cent of their
adjusted income of $12,500.
The figures come from a
preliminary IRS report on the
1974 tax year that was
released Wednesday. It
identified none of the taxpayers.
The millionaires who paid
tielthmg were the exception,
not the rule, aceording to the
IRS. Some 1,128 persons
reported adjusted gross income of more than $1 million,
and on the average they paid
49.2 per cent in federal tax. In
Dr. V. W. Etherton, Murray,
is having open house at his 1973, some 903 earned over $1
tilts I INil R PRI( L RI TIREI-Evelyn LAX proudly displays her going ass,js gin,
new Chiropractic Clinic on- million.
an engraved sit% el platter to Royal
C. Rain, plant manager, of the
The 244 who paid no taxes
fisher-Price Toys Murray operation. Pictured
*Sunday, May 9, 1:30-5:30 p.m.
with Evelyn and kain are all of the
worker
s
from
the
Activity
Center assembly line who presented her the
The public is invited to attend. represented less than one per
gift last week when she became the first
person to retire from the Murray Plant.
cent of the 31,132 taxpayers
The new building is located
on Highway 641 S at Midway, who earned over $200,000 in
1974. Likewise, the vast
between Murray and Hazel.
majority of the 836,000 persons
Special features include
who made between $50,000 and
ample parking area, spacious
$200,000 paid taxes.
WASHINGTON 1AP —The informed industry source said Bureau ut Fouds -was Dow n's
S) rid!. owe
reception room with snack
But the number of wealthy commissioner of the Food and it is likely to go against the recommending
that (mongolism) chromosomal
bar, intensive care ward, dry
Americans escaping taxes Drug Administration is artificial sweetener that cyclamate be approve only
damage and other effects
d
heat redwood sauna room with
may be even higher than the weighing a recommendation became the foundation of a $1 as a tabletop sweeten
attributed to or associated
er."
massage and shower area,
formal statistics indicate. that would partially lift the billion-a-year business before
The Merrill memo,obtained with cyclamate in various
twelve private dressing
Adjusted gross income does government's 1969 ban on the the cyclamate cancer scare.
under the Freedom of studies."
rooms, five therapy rooms,
not include certain business sugar substitute cyclamate,
FDA
general counsel Information Act, added that
FDA sources said this week
four
adjusting
5249 IS
rooms, expenses
and
special restricting it to use as a Richard A. Merrill, in an April the commissioner had ex- that the commissioner's
examination room, x-ray,
20 internal memo written after pressed concern about several cyclamate decision might
An
IRS tabletop sweetener.
three private offices, lab, allowances.
spokesman noted that a
Although Commissioner a meeting with represen- statements" in the National come sometime during
private lounge and three
the
person who made all his Alexander M. Schmidt has not tatives of Abbott Laboratories Cancer Institute Advisor
y latter half of May, but they
washrooms.
money on interest from tax- announced his decision, an last month, said the FDA's Panel's report "relati
A glass garden room is
ng to cautioned against speculating
exempt municipal bonds does
that cyclamate would return
located in the center of the
not even have to report that
(010tS
to the market.
building and can be viewed
5251 95
Were
income
.
Laborat
Abbott
from three hallways, the inories, armed
with several new animal
tensive care section and Dr.
feeding studies, petitioned the
Merton's private office.
FDA in. ;slovernber, 1973, to,
The building was personally
approve cyclamate.
designed by Dr. Etherton and
R '604116—Whote Shoo wt 153 lb., .
65 R 7604.214—Coppersme Shot) wt 153 bit
will offer the newest and most
A nine-month study by six
By W.ROBERT WELLER
55 R 7604414—Ayecado Shpg wt 153 bs
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
successful.
scientists, assembled by the
$5 a 7604are— terwor Gotd Sttt19 w1 163 Vs'
complete chiropractic facility
Asociated Press Writer
U. Gov. Thelma Stovall will
"We'll have to be more includes some 40,000 taverns National Cancer Institute
within a five state area.
at
and
HOW EXPIRE JUNE 16 19/6
restaur
ants,
A
said licenBeverly Hills bar poured
deliver the keynote address at
careful," said bartehder Clem
the FDA's request, concluded
Dr. Charles Boulton will join the
sing
laws
are
tough
enough
Fort Knox Federal the shot that may be heard
to
Abbott of the Pasadena, Cant.,
Dr. Etherton and six staff
• Prim se COW. PVItti
• Dolartly lastailatuta
insure that bars are respon- last February that "the
Women's Committee seminar round the nation.
Elks
Club.
"They've
members the latter part of today
sible. He noted these laws present evidence does not
Alcohol helped cost Claire
and Friday.
prosecu
ted bartenders before
sirez
establish the carcinogenicity
this year.
About 700 military and Cox her life, actor James for that — fined them for include the power to suspend
Sertitst‘s Meow Siotomosi Cants,
cancer-causin
(
potentia
g
of
l)
Guided tours of the clinic civilian personn
or
revoke licenses that
el are ex- Stacy his left arm and leg, and' giving a man too much to
2310
cyclama
princip
te
or
its
al
will be given and refresh- pected
to attend the session at motorist Carter Gordon a
drink. But with that kind of represent investments of metabolite, cyclohexylamme,
ments will be served.
thousan
ds
dollars.
of
term
in
the state prison for
the U.S. Army base.
money, houses wilt begin
in experimental animals."
manslaughter and drunken
cracking down on their
driving.
policy."
And now, the Beverly Hills
Drawing attention to sobar that served Gordon has
called "Dram Shop Laws"
been sued successfully for
was a jury's verdict in the
more than $2 million under a Stacy case Tuesday. The Los
First Assembly of God
state law that makes taverns
Angeles court awarded Stacy
liable for the actions of their $1.9 million and Mrs. Cox's
16th & Glendale
patrons.
estate $400,000. Mrs. Cox was
are having around the clock prayer We want to include
Bartenders around the
a passenger on Stacy's
your prayer request. If you have a need, spiritual,
country contacted by The
motorcycle when it was
physical or financial, call 7536695 friday, May
Associated Press said such rammed in 1973 by Gordon's
7, 1976
between I a. m, and 5 p, m.
rulings are unfair, and are auto.
easily exploited by the un- •
Stacy also won a $175,000
scrupulous. They add they settlement from Los Angeles
God Still Answers Prayer
always try to cut off the patron on his claim that the road
Pastor Gerald Hendley
who has had too much, where the accident occurred
although admitting they
was poorly maintained.
sometimes
aren't
too
Lawyers for the Chopping
Block Bar, where Gordon had
been drinking, said Wednesday they will appeal and
may ask a reduction in the
May 3 through May 8
award.
Norman Manha, Western
director of the National
License Beverage Associatior
NLBA ), says this decision a
the eighth or ninth major
damage award won against a
California tavern in recent
years.
As in malpractice irsurance, the result has been
tripling of tavern insuranocosts. The average saloon nos
pays about $1,200 for Dram
Shop insurance in California,
Manha said.
Manha, who owns 0w
taverns in the Hayward
Calif., area, said one probler
is inherent in such laws. B
said motorists stop for a drill.).
in a tavern, then buy a botti,
at a package liquor store. Bu:
the bar takes the blame.
Herb Haywood, who ha,
operated the Centralia House
in Centralia, Ill., for the past
CASH
MONTHLY TOTAL
NO. of
ANNUAL
ADVANCE MONTHS PAYMENTS PAYMENTS II, RATE
seven years, said he was ono
sued by a lawyer who wasn't
$73.17
tis
$2,500
13.512 16
1780%
sure where the offender had
been drinking so he used a
$3,000
$517 13
48
$4,206124
17 erc
"scattergun approach" and
sued Haywood's place on the
58041
83.500
so
16.42480
113.11316
chance the fellow had been
$4,000
so
there. He hadn't.
$10323
16.193.80
11 nia
Illinois is one of the state
with a Dram Shop Law. Bill
Smith, a spokesman for the
NBA in Washington, said it's
hard to say how many states
have such laws. He said some
state courts have interpreted
liquor licensing regulations to
hold taverns liable in these
Murray
eases.
Mame 753-5573
The association wants these
laws repealed becausr they
place "a unique burden on the
Loans and financing to
beverage alcohol retailer" by
Bel Air Shopping Center
making him liable for tbr
Large loans for homeowners.
753-3642
actions of "nonrelated set
Open til 8:00
parties."
Smith, whose organization

Undercounter
Dishwasher

Portable

WHI t
$269"

Stovall To Give
Seminar Address

Beverly Hills Bar Pours Shot
That May Be Heard Worldwide

Sears Catalog Sales Office

Wanted

Bel-Air Decor Store
Formerly Hughes Paint Store

A Full Week's Worth of Grand Opening

If your living room
looks like it
went through
Custer's Last Stand...

Fun-Excitement and
Decorating Values!

Free

Prizes!!
•?Go
•4t4calpoper

•ShutAers

•Shodes

.si500

and Rubies

99

S1

Come Register! You Could be A Winner!

Check Our Values

.4*
'Rules Of The Road' Necessary
For Safe Enjoyment Of Bicycles
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Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
Insurance -- Bonds — Real Estate

108 E. 12th St., Benton

Now Has A Local Number
For The Residents of Murray, Calloway County and Aurora

The Number To Call

7534434
OURGese"Q„,„
BURGER
QUEEN

-

141

and S Oil Co.
Open 24 Hours
South 12th Storey Ave. Murray, Ky.
Refreshments - Ice

Holiday Inn

still must carry liability for
anyone else injured in an
accident,
including
pedestrians, McGuffey noted.
Recent Department of
Insurance statistics point to
more than 24,000 rejections of
no-fault by cycle owners.
insurance
The
commissioner said about 10 major
motorcycle insurance carriers
operate in Kentucky and
several other property and
casualty companies might
now also underwrite cycle
insurance if requests are
received.
McGuffey said that as more
businesses re-enter the
motorcycle insurance market,
prices should become more
competitive. He said rates
should be about 15 to 20 per
cent higher than before the
1974 no-fault law. Inflation, not
policy requirements, has been
primarily responsible for that
increase, McGuffey stated

Den
Coff
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coffee trte
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is beginnin
demand for
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Proper Tiedowns Can Help Make
Mobile Homes Safe In Winds

These Merchants Are Helping The Murray
Vocational Center DECA Students Go To The
National DECA Conference In Chicago,May 7-13

us custom-make
a family ring
with the birthstones
of your children.

Lei

l'111111. in

.4151 1,1 US

a
beautiful iah gold
taiiiii ruic o it ii the bir-

C

i)

Mak ,

thstone, of all (tic
childr,
n in Olt. fannl...
in )our 1 hill
of attractive st).les

In 10K Gold,
From $36.50

Lindsey's
Jewelers
Downtown Shopping.
Center

YOUR

ONE
CLL
$1

Murray Hi

TV Service
Center
Serial
Met We
WI Das
frrsone

Performance
rionand
SisoPtmi
:enter

753-5865

Twin Lakes
Office Products Inc.
314 E. Main St.
Murray, Ky.

753-0123
Open

Privete
throng
It earn

Wed
Bet
PHONE
753-4411

Peoples Bank
24 Ins o day 7 days a weak

STEAK HOUSE'

753-3231

MURRA

3 Ccmvenient Locations

Corvette Lanes

753-5986

Key's Used
Cars

This Firm
Supports DECA

515 S. 4th
753-5500

1415 Main
753-2202

Highway 641 South

McGuffey Expects Increase In
Motorcycle Sales, Insurance

FRANKFORT, Ky. — State
auto and pedestrian traffic.
holding onto a moving Insurance
Commissioner
—Tricks and "daredevil" automobile or tru
Harold McGuffey expects
tyll stunts should be done
Lindemann poffs out that. motorcycle sales to increase
only by the professionals on many
schools,
police in Kentucky following the
bikes
that
are
built departments and bike shops recent implementation of a
specifically for this purpose. A have illustrated brochures bill deleting mandator
y
bike can be easily damaged by explaining the safety rules liability coverage for cycle
stunts and result
a serious' pertaining to bicycles, every drivers and passengers.
accident at a lateeTateY
bike rider should have a copy.
Kentucky's 1974 no-fault
—Yield the right-of-way to And parents should discuss all automobile insurance
law
everyone. . . .including contents with their children made liability mandatory
pedestrians. Even though you prior to "talking to the whereas, before its enactmust obey all traffic laws, a streets".
ment, the average motorcycle
bike is no match for a car,
"Bicycle riding is popular owner did not carry the
truck or bus.
with all age groups," Lin- coverage. Cycle rates began
The CNA spokesman points demann points out, "and to soar when .no-fault was
out that there are also some everyone who rides a bike, implemented in July, 1974,
additional rules that apply to from pre-schoolers to gran- while motorcycle dealers and
bicycle safety. Thes include:
dparents, should be familiar insurance carriers suffered
—Keep to the right-hand with the safety rules."
from a downward trend in
side of the road, riding in
sales.
On the 14th of December,
single file and, if possible, use 1962, the U.S. Spacecraft
Senate Bill 179 amended the
Marithe less-traveled roads.
ner flew close to Venus and for
no-fault law by deleting the
—Obey all traffic signals 42 minutes its instruments
mandatory driver-passenger
and signs the same as if you recorded information about the liability provision for cyclists.
earth's closest planetary neighwere driving an automobile.
However, motorcycle owners
bor
—Walk your bicycle across
busy streets.
—Do not ride on sidewalks.
Remember, a bicycle is
almost the same as an
automobile—especially when
pedestrians are involved.
Frankfort, Ky.—"We've reduce the risk of total loss.
—Do not make repairs to
your bike on the road. One of made a lot of progress in
"In nearly every case, both
the advantages you have as a getting people to realize that over-the-top tiedowns and
bicyclist is that you can move they must get out of mobile frame ties are required to
very far off the road to work homes during high winds and bring a reasonable degree of
approaching tornadoes, but security," he said, "and
on your bike,
—Do not ride in rain, far too many people aren't proper anchoring is the key to
snow or fog. Your reflective getting their mobile homes the whole system."
and visibility devices do not properly anchored," said
McFerren said that man
compare to those on a Robert L. McFerren, deputy states have compulsory tiemotorized vehicle and you will director of the state Division downs, but such action is
be virtually invisible during of Disaster and Emergency strictly voluntary in KenServices (DES), after tucky.
adverse weather conditions.
—Do not carry passengers reviewing reports of the
"Obviously there's some
on your bike unless it is severe winds that caused expense involved," McFerren
equipped by the manufacturer damage in 15 Kentucky said, "but I think that anyone
with more thanorie seat. And counties March 20.
who has seen the way winds•
"Quite a few of the mobile completely destroy unando not carry packages that
hinder your control of the bike homes that were totally chored mobile homes would
destroyed could have gotten agree tliat the expense is
}r block your vision.
—Watch for cars pulling out through the wind with little or justified." rom driveways and curbs. no damage if they had been
He explained that details on
They may not see you! And properly tied down," he said, anchoring mobile homes are
parked cars are a constant "and we hope to help educate available through many indanger because the driver the public in this area."
surance companies, mobile
McFerren noted that even home dealers, and through
may open his door at any
'Arne—and your bike is no though no system ean make a area DES representatives.
match for a solid object such mobile home completely safe
Good brunch fare add diced
during high winds, several
as this.
cooked potatoes to creamed
- Never "hitch" a ride by .rnethods can substantially smoked
cod or finnan haddie

Nearly one million bike
riders sustain serious injury
or are killed every year. Most
of them did not follow the
"Rules of the Road" for safe
bike riding.
"Anyone riding a bicycle
should know and obey all the
same traffic laws as a
motorist," says Wayne Lindemann, a traffic safety expert at CNA Insurance.
"Parents can do a lot to help
their children learn and use
safe bike-riding practices,"
Lindemann comments. "For
one thing, children learn from
observing.. . how do you drive
your car or your own biker
He offers these tips for safe
bike riding:
—Be sure the bike is in good
condition. Many local police
departments provide a free
bicycle inspection—often
coupled with a safety program
and riding skills tests.
—Make certain the bike and
its rider can be seen and
heard. Reflectors visible from
• all four sides, a good headlight
and a loud bell or horn should
be standard on all bikes. At
night, the rider should wear
light-colored clothing with
relective strips on the arms
and legs.
—One of the most dangeous
practices is to ride a bike
while listening to "earphone"
type radios. This prevents the
bike rider from hearing both

AWARDED MEDAL—Sgt. Richard 0. Larson, son of Dr. and Mrs. Edwin Larson of
Murray, has been awarded the Army Commendation Medal in ceremonies at Walter
Reed Hospital where Larson is now stationed. He received the award for "meritorioius
service as a noncomissioned officer in charge, air evacuation section, patient administration division, US. Army Medical Department Activity, Fort Leonard Wood, Mo.
Sg. Larson's exemplary performance of duty reflects great credit upon himself, the Army Medical Department and theI S Army," the
commendation said.
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Cooks Jewelry

Serrate the Anie lb Years

Art Carved Diamonds
lay Away Plan
Lentrol Shopping Center
753-1606

Black's Grocery
Located in Downtown Hardin
Hardin, Kentucky 42048
Featuring the items you need. the quality you
want,
and worm friendly service

Creative Printers

Sonic Drive-1n

Feat Ormting Service
Specializing in Colors

808 Chestnut Street

We Bog ere You Wag em

641 North
-753-7876

753-2285

J & B Market
Rt. 3 Aurora
474-2236
Thurman Furniture
Dealing In Nationally
Known Brands
208 East Main

753-4834

Murray Livestock
South 2nd
753-5334
This Firm Supports RCA
ik,10PNr.pig
(ii

The friendly Shop''

The Youth Shop
Drfairts to

The Show-ease
1617 121 Bypass
Murrav. Ks'.
753- 1.-)11

Parker Popcorn
210 S. 5th
753-4852
Blalock-Coleman

SiOnyilayw,

504 Main St.
orrn•

ask,

Y0404 11.

Dwain Taylor
Hazel Highway

University
Bookstore

753-2617

DONNA TABERS
CINDY BENNETT

Downtown Murray

101 S. 4th Street -

-II You Match Our Quality
You Can't Beat Our Price"

Main Branch

TERESA CAVITT
PEGGy POTTS

Blackford's Market

118 S. 5th Street
753-8676

Horses
Olympic Plana Murray

JANET SMITH

CINDY RUDOLPH

118 S. 12th
753-0035

Roots & Shoes for every
activity under the sun
live Dross People L

Bank of Murray

IONIA McCALLON

Murray Furniture

Olympic Plaza
Murray-753-9779

Vernons Western Store

Porkers Supermarket

This Firm Supports MCA

Artcrcrft

pKpyl.ies
Supplies
Cosmetics - Hollister Supplies

CHUCK HIGGINGOTHAM

DIANA SLIGER

Supports DECA

PrescriptionsTelepho ne 7s5.3d-1.2,7_2H-oMspuitraral

P.N. Hirsch Company
Department Stores

DEBBIE McCLURE

713 S. 4th
753-6800

This Firm

Murray, Ky.

Wallis Drug

These persons will be attending the National
DECA Conference

Derby Does
It Better
South 12th - Murray

DIANE CHOATE

Murray Ford Tractor, Inc.

JENNIE BURKEEN

Highway 94 E. P 0 Box 494
Murray. Ky 4207-1
753-9482

RICHELA TOWERY
BEVERLY McKINVEY,
,
DEcA Advisor

AMOCO
Car Wash

641 South
Illorrary. ky

Lerman's
100 5th
Murray
753-1247

753-1893
Lindsey's Jewelers
114 5. 5th

Supports
The DECA Clubs of
America

UN Root Beer
401 Sycamore
753-7793
Thomas Hondo
Geed Hew happen ...Wands
Sales

and Service

801S. 4th - 753-1822

D.
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MORRIS REFRIGERATION
FRANKFORT, Ky.—The
creation of the Kentucky
coffee trte as the Copt
morokealtVs official state tree
is beginning to create a
demand for seedlings, plants,
paintings, prints, wood carvings and gadgets related to
the iree, according to Bill

1 CARAT
DIAMOND

SALE!

mi-make
ring
thstones
hildren.

Hospital Report

and I us
k.
a
OK
gold
Ott the Walt the
la'
it
of at-

%kW:YOUR CHOICE

ONE CARAT
CLUSTERS

$288
Hi
nce
ne
ins

Sr
Boyd,
er

Johnstone, a retired county extensive plantings at
all
agent now living in Berea.
public places of interest.
Johnstone, one of the initial
"As soon as enough trees
movers of support for the become available, there
Kentucky coffee tree, is should be group plantings
regarded as an authority on along
main
highways,
the tree. Supporters of the especially at rest areas,
where
coffee tree legislation claim the traveling public can
get
that Johnstone's efforts, along acquainted with the Kentucky
with those of late Louisville coffee tree."
Courier-Journal columnist Joe
Noting the increasing inCresson, were instrumental in terest in the new state
tree,
getting the coffee tree bill Johnstone stated: "One
proud
through the state legislature.
Kentuckian, in the week the
As a history to the coffee bill was signed,
ordered
tree effort, Johnstone ex- several Kentucky coffee
trees
plained that before Gov. for planting at his
home,at his
Carroll signed Senate Bill 150 place of business and for
the
into law on March 8, 1976, campuses of his high
school
Kentucky did not have a and college."
legally designated state tree.
An urgent project, he
"The. tulip tree, often believes, is the identificat
ion
erroneously called the tulip and labeling of those
trees
poplar," he said, "was con- already
in
prominent
sidered to be the state tree. places—"like the giant old
But there was no statute to trees at White Hall in Madison
that effect. A resolution County and near Hartford
in
passed several years ago Ohio County."
naming the tulip tree the state
Planning other projects for
tree was never properly coffee
tree
promotion,
recorded. It was when this Johnstone said: "I can think
oversight was being corrected of many things—photos and
in 1976 that the proposal was paintings of the tree at difmade to name the Kentucky ferent seasons, the colorful
coffee tree our official pods and seeds, the graceful,
representative in the field of giant leaves in autumn gold,
trees."
wood products such as gavels
Supporters of the coffee tree and novelities. There seems to
bill called it a memoriam to be no limit to opportunities if
Creason, who was a long-time vision and imagination can be
advocate of such legislation. created."
They claim the tree to be "as
distinctly Kentucky as fine
horses and Derby Day
juleps," and add that no other May 3, 1976
state has such a unique tree Adults 143
with a built-in state name, Nursery 6
Johnstone said.
NEWBORN ADMISSION&
explained that the tree
Baby
Boy
Buchanan
grows "from southern Canada
to the middle Gulf states, and (mother Shirley R.), 509 N.
from the Atlantic coast to the 7th., Murray.
DISMISSALS
Great Plains. It is strong,
Miss Bessie M. Perry, 304
resistant to ice, snow, insects,
disease and drought, and is Pine, Murray, Eura M. Flood,
easily shipped and tran- Rt. 5, Box 805, Murray, Miss
Teresa F. Parker, Rt. 4,
splanted."
Explaining that the in- Murray, Mrs. Anita Purvis,
creased public demand for Rt. 6, Murray, Mrs. Alma
coffee tree-related items will Crowell, 303 S. 11th., Murray,
be hard to fill for a few years Miss Judy L. Crouch, Rt. 7,
while production increases Murray, Johnnie Gammons,
and more trees mature, 500 N. Cherry, Murray,
Johnstone stated: "In the Donald W. Woods, Rt.. 1, Box
meantime, much needs to be 107 A, Mansfield, Th., Parvin
done to make the tree better Littleton, Box 13, Hazel, Miss
Paula Suiter, 103 S. 12th.,
known and admired.
"There are many activities Murray, Mrs. Mary Easley,
in which the state, garden and Rt. 7, Mayfield.
civic clubs, and interested
The
individuals can participate to Uganda African country of
achieved independence
make the tree better known. I at midnight, Oct. 9, 1962, endwould suggest, over the years, ing 68 years of British rule

Op."
ttos Frodoe tot
to,,. Moth, s Puy shopisusq
con weff.en,

,I,OPENING
SALE
STARTS
Tomorrow
9 A.M.

Don't
Miss
This
Sale,
Please!
Murray, Ky. .. latest Addition

This Is Our New Store located at 506 South 4th

:Vitt GRA.
,N

WE INVITE YOU TO COME IN...SEE OUR NEW STORE AND WHILE YOU
ARE HERE.. REGISTER
FOR A BRAND NEW FOOD FREEZER TO BE GIVEN AWAY AT THE END
OF OUR SALE

See Below For
oilier

and We Have Lots of Reconditioned Trade-ins All Ready
To Sell and A Few of Them Are
Listed Below

On New 1976 Merchandise

Let's Trade Today Today For Either New or Used!!
FOOD FREEZER SPECIAL PURCHASE

AIR CONDITIONER SPECIAL PURCHASE

12,000 B.T.U. - 115 Volt-12 amp.
C,apac try

INSTALL YOURSELF - DELUXE MODEL
'Thermostat Control
Reg Price

5339.00

"Exhaust Vent
'Fits Windows 27" iJ

Ask

$29995

Us
To
Show

PRICE
RC

YOU SAVE $40.00

*Interior Light
*Counter Top Height
Our Regular Price

,289"
SALE

PRICE

And
Demonstrafe

HARRIS

New

For

Walnut-look
lid finish

You

Cash or Credit Terms
UPRIGHT FREEZER SPECIAL PURCHASE

Cash or Credit Terms

The

560 lb Deluxe Food Freezer
ISAE111
Our Regular Price
$39995
SALE PRICE
ore

Micro- REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER
•165

Freezer
wave .7 Daylb.Meat
Keeper

Cooking Cantilever Shelves

$36995
Still the Grandest Family Boat
in America.
Why not see for yourself what you're missing.

Cash or Credit

All colors to choose from.
Don McClure

Grayson McClure

Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.
Plnoramo Shores on Kentucky Lake

Telephone 502 436.5483

439

Our $
Sale
Price
Cash or Credit

YOU SAVE
$30
From Or Reconditioning Department We Otter These Items
10 000 BTU Air Conditioner
Wares Good Reg Price S•79 95

May we invite you to come by for an on the water
demonstration for your convenience. Just to see how
wonderful the Flote-Botes really are.

•5 Year Unit Warranty
• Choice of 3 Colors

Griad Opening Price S69Q5

Frigidaire Refrigerator
17 ce ft White
keg Price $199.95
Grimed Open* hitt/I

MORRIS

Food Freezer
TO It Frigidaire

169"

REFRIGERATION
SALES & SERVICE

506 S. 4th
Murray, KY.
3111
75F4

753-7205
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Tigers Lose Final Event
And Meet To Mayfield

ONE MORE FOR MOORE- Gory Moore goes over the nezt-totne-lost hurdle in the 120-high hurdles Wednesday. The Murray
High senior placed third in the event.
Ledger & Times Stott Photos)

If there were 5,281 feet in a
mile, the Murray High boys'
track team would have
defeated Mayfield Wednesday.
Instead, the host Tigers
dropped a 71-65 dual meet to
the Cardinals.
Coming down to the final
event,
the
mile-relay,
Mayfield held a 66-65 lead. The
winner of a relay gets five
points, the loser none.
Senior
sprinter Todd
Harrison took the baton for the
anchor leg and was behind by
as nitiCh as 15- yards when he
made the exchange.
Harrison made up all but six
or eight inches of that
distance. He was nipped right
at the finish line as Mayfield's
mile-relay team was timed in
3:43.4 while the Tigers were .1
second off that pace and that
.1 second was no more than a
matter of inches.
Murray did very well in-the
field events. Once again,
Michael Skinner won two,first

places as he took the long
jump with a 19-9 and the triple
jump with a 41-542.
Richie Richardson won the
high jump with 5-11 while
Chris Kurz cleared the same
height for second place. Bill
McHugh won first with a
height of 9-6 in the pole vault
while Keith Farless cleared 80for third.
Tim Lane tied for first with
Keith Holder of Mayfield in
the shot put. Both threw 45-6
while Tony Boone was third
with 45-1,2. Both Holder and
Boone will be teammates next
season on the Murray State
football squad.
In the remaining field event,

the discus, Tim Lane's 119-31
/
2
wok a third.
Murray got two wins in the
hurdling events. Chris Kurz
won the 120-highs in 18.0 while
Gary Moore placed third with
a 20.9.
In the 180-lows, Claude
Johnso,was first in 21.9 while
Craig Johnson was third in
V.2.
Murray got a second in the
100-yard dash with Randy Orr
being clocked in 10.7. But in
the 220, Orr recorded a first
with a time of 23.9.
Toda Harrison. won the 440yard dash with a 53.8 while in
the 880, Bill McHugh took first
with a 2:16. In the mile-run,
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Dewey Siegler easily won first
with a 5:02 while Keith Cartwright was third in 5:19.
Cartwright placed third in
the two-mile run with a 12:05.
The Tigers will be participating in the WKC Meet
this Saturday at Stewart
Stadium.
Field events will begin at 11
a.m.
while
track
preliminaries start at 11:30
a.m.
On Wednesday, the Tigers
will be at Fort Campbell for
the preliminaries of the
Regional. Then a week from
this Friday, the finals of the
Regional Meet will be held at
Fort Campbell.

Steel or Aluminum

EASY W
Otto dual

Wa

Nets And Nuggets To
Meet In Third Game
UNIONDALE, N.Y.(AP) — tonight at the Nassau
The New York Nets have been Coliseum.
"I'm exhausted," said
basically operating as a onernaeOfense — Julius "Dr. J." Denver's Bobby Jones, after
Erving — in their American trying futilely to stay with the
Basketball
Association'brilliant Erving in the first
championship series against two games. "He never lets
.
up."
the Denver Nuggets.
In
the
Nets'120-118 openingThe Nuggets, on the other
hand, have been cutting up game victory, Erving scored
45 points, including the wintheir scoring more evenly.
The results? One success for ning basket at the buzzer. He
also grabbed 12 rebounds,
each team.
Game Three in the best-of- handed out four assists, had
seven series will be played one steal and blocked one shot.
In Denver's 127-121 secondgame triumph, he scored 48
points, including 25 points in
MISS YOUR PAPER'
the fourth quarter and 37 in
041CM:01.5 who hove not
5
,
•eco..eci
thy, 1101.111
the second halt, pulled down 14
delivered copy at The
rebounds, collected eight
Idernory Lode« L Nees by
assists, made three steals and
5,30 p.m bko•Aey.3M•ry
blocked one shot.
Pt 3 30 pia en Setorthms
"They've used every word
taro olgoil to cal 753 /916
in the dictionary to describe
Mt..... S.30 p.o. end 6
him," said Denver's Byron
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1110114111ry -hide',
of
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end 4 pre Sestet
Beck, after taking a brief turn
limps. to were delivery o1
at guarding Erving in Game
the eeerstreped Calls ines,
Two.
I. pieced by 6 p.m wrist
In addition to using Jones
days er 4 p.a. Setwthrys lo
and Beck on the irrepressible
mrsirstitee delivery
Erving, Denver Coach Larry

Sears

Brown has told one of his
guards to help out on defense
against the Nets' dominating
forward.
Denver's guard situation,
however, is not good.
Only veteran Ralph Simpson, the Nuggets' high scorer
in Game Two with 25 points,
has been consistent. Chuck
Williams, the other backcourt
starter, suffered a calf injury
in the first game and was
limited to 18 minutes of
playing time in the second
game. Claude Terry was
knocked to the floor during a
fourth-period collision in
Game Two and hit his head.
Rookie Monte Towe has a
broken wrist, and Jimmy
Foster has little experience.
However, the front line of
'forwards David Thompson
and Jones and. center Dan
Issel has produced. Each
scored 24 points in the
Nuggets' victory.
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Now on sale

ThinwaLl insulation gives more storage space
than same-size freezer with standard insulation. Counter-balanced lid. Contact freezing. Handy sliding basket.

Flyers Need Only One Win To
Capture Series From Bruins
PHILADELPHIA (AP) The Philadelphia Flyers are
poised to deliver the coup de
grace to the Boston Bruins
when their National Hockey
League semifinals resume
here tonight.
The Flyers, in high gear now
in their drive for their third
successive Stanley Cup
championship, have won three
straight from the Bruins to

SAN E $50

SAVE $10
on 18.2 cu. ft.
chest freezer

31995
Wit 549 95 Thinly/in in:
Fluilt-in lock
Power light. Defront
drain. Adjustable cold
control. Wire trivet.

The Murray High girls'
track team defeated visiting
Mayfield 73-46 Wednesday in a
dual track meet.
The Tigers scored three first
places in the four field events.
Debbie Payne, for the
second meet in a row, scored a
double in the shot put and
discus. She won the shot put
with a throw of 30-64 and took
first in the discus with an 84-7.
The other win in the field
events was in the high jump
where Brook Dickson cleared
4-7 for first and Stacy Overby
went 4-6 to take second place.
In the long jump, Murray
placed second and third with
Jaina Washer going 14-11 and
Kathy McHugh a personal
best of 13-2 3•4

Murray won both hurdling
events. In the 60-yard low
hurdles, Stacy Overby took
first with a 10.0 while in the
110-hurdles, Emily Gore won
with an 18.4. Gore placed
second in the lows with a 10.1..
Brenda Adams was clocked
in 12.8 to win the 100-yard dash
while
Althea
Parham
recorded a 12.9 for third place.
Adams also won the 220yard dash with a 29.0 while
Parham was numerup with a
30.4.
Barbara Campbell took first
in the quarter with a 67.4 while
Kirsta Russell's 73.5 earned a
third-place finish.
In the middle distance
events, Carol Montgomery
had a 3:0.1.2 for third in the 91/0
_

$

$270v,

Was 531115 With 2 storage levels. Thinwall
insulation. Power light.
Defrost drain. Fluilt-in
key-eject lock

FOIE THE MOUNT
EACH STONE $3
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Tiger Girls Triumph
In Dual Track Meet

4111443N
911 iU

on 20.0 Cu. ft.
upright freezer

take a 3-1 lead in the best-ofseven series.
Boston Coach Don Cherry is
trying to get his club back to
basics in the wake of
Tuesday's 5-2 Flyers victory,
their second straight victory
in Boston and only the fourth
over the Bruins since the
Flyers entered the NHL in
1967
"Our system broke down,"

PORTS

Atecuced from ow 1976 Spring 13rg Book

Save $30 on compact
9.0 cu. ft. chest freezer

PICK A WINNER- It s a close race but the one in the middle, Randy On of the Tigers. lust did
win at the tope in the 220-yard dash Wednesday. Orr recorded a fine 23.9 against a tough wind.
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while in the mile, Montgomery
ran a 6:59.2 for second and
Dana Siegler had a 7:31.1 for
third.
The Tiger girls won two
relay races.
• In the 880-medley, Jennifer
Darnell, Washer, Adams and
Campbell all ran legs as
Murray won with a 2:06.4.
The 880-relay team of
Parham, Washer, Darnell and
Adams won with a 1:58.3.

said Cherry. "It was good
enough during the regular
season. Why we have to get
away from it in important
games like these, I'll never
know."
But if Cherry didn't know,
some of the Flyers had a good
idea. They attributed the wins
to Philadelphia's swarming.
tight-checking defense.
"It's very noticeable that
their defensemen tire at the
end," said Flyer defenseman
Tom Bladon. "We have
forwards digging at them all
the time and even our
defensemen take a shot at
keeping them on the run."

By the time Webster suwed
his third goal in the final
period he was the life of the
party.
The Whalers, who entered
the playoffs with the worst
regular season record of any
playoff team, already have
ienred a beg victory

torg;74-1
Inligidi7-11

ri

417
X

Min

Both games in Boston were
tied going into the last period,
but the well-conditioned
Flyers pulled away in the final
20 minutes.
The Flyers' star wing,
Reggie Leach, who has tied an
NHL record by scoring a goal
in each of the last eight playoff
games, agreed with Bladon.
"I think we wore down their
defense," he said.
Flyers Coach Fred Shero
has taken advantage of his
team's better conditioning,
switching lines often to wear
down the Bruins.

-Am

...a

Besides regrouping, the
Bruins will also have to
overcome injuries to forwards
Wayne Cashman and Bobby
Schmautz and their leading
scorer, Jean Ratelle. All three
were hurt Tuesday and Cherry
said they probably will not
play again,
But Ratelle disagreed.
saying, "We can wait and
see."

Underdog Whalers Stun
Highly-Favored Aeros
HOUSTON (AP)
The
World Hockey Association
playoff
game
between
Houston and New England
Wednesday night might have
been a dull party had it not
been for right winger Tom
Webster of the Whalers. •
After a scoreless first
period, Webster stepped out
boldly with two goals that
ignited the underdog Whalers
to a 4-2 victory in the first
game of their best-of-seven
semifinal playoff series.

Di
Ch

They have put the defending
WHA champions down one
game on their home ice with
games three and tour
scheduled
Sunday
and
Tuesday in Hartford.
Webster gave the Whalers a
2-0 lead with goals at 6:23 and
12:07 of the second period
before the Aeros mounted
their only scoring surge of the
night with goals by Marty
Howe at 13:40 and Larry Lund
at 15:07.
Rosaire Paiement then put
the Whalers in front to stay on
a goal with 49 seconds left in
the second period.
Webster's third period goal
came at 15:03 and was his
most thrilling. He skated
around Gordie Howe and went
one-on-one with Ron Grahame
and zipped it past the
frustrated Aeros' goalie.

All the above are Stocked-Sold and
Serviced By

Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.
The Houseboat People
We have our own rigs, houseboat
tractor
trailer in order to offer more dependable
service if and when needed.

Happy Holiday Travel,Inc
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
DON McCtURE

GRAYSON McCtURE

Telephone 502-436-5483
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Lakers Avenge 22-5 Loss By
Grabbing 6-5 Win At Ballard
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Dodgers Blast Seven
Homers To Edge Cubs

Barry Scores 44 But
Warriors Fall To Suns

Palmer Fires Two-Hit
Gem To Blank Chisox

TIE SALE
Curs t30%
RADIAL 365

Sea

Il

District Tourney Has
Changes In Schedule

Major League
Standings

51
$41.76 $45.42 $47.57 $50.
..,.„

DynaglassBelted 30

Wranglers Summer
Season Set Friday

'

5

The Plant Place

$35.42 $36.96 $39.08 $41.34

DYNAPLY 20

at tractor

PARKER

dable ser-

CUSTOM MACHINE SHOP
& Welding Service

$25.24

Catalog Sales Office
sears Sears

PATRICK PARKER, Owner

New York at Oakland,(n)

A

87 $29.56 $32.24
$27.
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ATLANTA AP) — John
Gilliam said he always wanted
to be an Atlanta Falcon, and
he's finally getting his wish —
after nine National Football
League seasons.
The Falcons announced the
signing Wednesday of the
nine-year veteran wide
receiver, who played out his
(option with the Minnesota
Vikings last season and
became a free agent May 1.
Gilliam refused to discuss
financial terms but said he
received a three-year contract.
"This is not a money thing,"
Gilliam said at a news conference in the Falcons' offices
;:( at Atlanta Stadium.
'ye got other interests
here. I have always wanted to
play in Atlanta. Had we not

and that he really wanted to be
store here. He
with his family for a 12-month
gotten together I would have owns a shoe
negotiations with the period," said Lynn.
gone back to Minnesota," the said
on
Falcons had been going
Gilliam, 30, has caught 350
6-foot-1, 185-pounder said.
he obtained his free
since
third
e
the
becam
m
Gillia
passes for 6,631 yards and 45
free agent to sign since the agent status.
touchdowns in his NFL
"I love Atlanta," Gilliam career with the New Orleans
players association and
So
here.
play
want to
Saints, St. Louis Cardinals and
league owners agreed to said. "I
I haven't thought
Vikings, including 50 catches
rescind the Rozelle Rule much so,
playing anywhere else. I
777 yards and seven TDs
which required a club which about
for
tand
everyone to unders
season.
last
signed a free agent to com- want
not a case of John
receiving compensation
Not
pensate the plByer's former this is
off
rip
to
Gilliam coming back
Gilliam was "the part that
club.
for
money."
vino played out. the Falcons for
Vikings hurts the most," said Lynn.
polis,
Minnea
In
signed
,
his option with Dallas
"John was considered one of
l Manager Mike Lynn,
recently with Washington, and Genera
our top ballplayers. He's
.
Gilliam
Duane Thomas signed with praised
worth a heck of a lot more
plays
"Normally a player
a No. 1 draft choice, as
Dallas after playing out his
than
out his option for two far as we're concerned."
option with the Redskins.
r
"Eithe
said Lynn.
Gilliam reportedly received reasons,"
money or the fact that
$75,000 last year with the it's for
he wants to move away from
Vikings.
team he's with. In John's
the
The product of South
theilier , of these two
case,
in
lived
hat
State
na'
Caroli
prevailed.
s
reason
and
Atlanta the last six years
His reasons were the fact
that his family lives in Atlanta
and that he has young children
The Murray High girls'
tennis team made it eight
straight without a loss WedKANSAS CITY AP) — Ray nesday as they defeated host
who
Sadecki, lefty reliever
Mayfield 9-1.
has recorded 133 victories and
Murray won all seven
major
130 defeats in a 16-year
matches and two of the
singles
league career, is being given three doubles matches.
by
release
his unconditional
In the singles, Kathy
the Kansas City Royals.
Outland won 8-6 at number one
the
ced
announ
The Royals
over Cheryl Lancaster. At
decision Wednesday in a move number two, Jill Austin won 8to make room for Dave 4 over Barbara Pryor while at
Nelson, designated hitter and number three, Candy Jackson
utility infielder who came off defeated Amy Stahr 8-4.
the 15-day disabled list.
The number four singles
Nelson, obtained this year found Robyn Burke winning 8leg
a
ed
from Texas, sprain
1 over Sheila McKendree
muscle in the second game of while at number five, Carol
first
to
g
the year while runnin
Dick defeated Mary Lee
base.
Turner 8-2.
The Royals said they were
Mary Smock won 8-2 at
asking for waivers on Sadecki, number six over Mary
35, in order to give him his Copeland while in the seventh
unconditional release. He was spot, Catherine Dick won 8-4
in the National League over Julie Dodson.
throughout his career until the
The only loss for the Tigers
Royals got him from St. Louis
in the number one
came
the
for the final four weeks of
doubles.
1975 season.
Outland-Austin fell 4-8 to
In three appearances,
ter-Pryor.
Lancas
Sadecki has yielded seven
In the number two doubles,
no
and
hits, three walks
easily
Jackson-Burke
unearned runs in 42-3 innings
defeated McKendree-Turner
8-1 while in the third spot,
GENERAL
Dan
Smock and Susan Stripling
—
HOUSTON
Bankhead, 54, first black won 8-4 over Copeland and
baseball pitcher in the major Beth Byers.
The Tigers will host
leagues with the old Brooklyn
Paducah Tilghman today.
Dodgers,died of lung cancer.

Tiger Girls
Romp To Win
Over Mayfield

Sadecki Released

top seven
BOSTON (AP) -- The attack, with the
between
ing
averag
s
t
scorer
Cleveland Cavaliers haven'
points each
been down the playoff road in 10.1 and 15.8
quest of the National game.
Cleveland also has a strong
Basketball Association title as
that Fitch is not afraid
but
,
,bench
Celtics
often as the Boston
defense has
Coach Bill Fitch says that's to use, and their
ularly
partic
,
stingy
been
ant.
not import
.
Celtics
the
t
"What's so surprising?" agains
Although Cleveland lost the
asked "Cavaliers Coach Bill
r season series 3-2
regula
for
ed
Fitch as his team prepar
t Boston, they held the
agains
at
opener
nal
semifi
's
tonight
to an average of 94.4
Celtics
almost
Boston Garden. "We
game. Boston held
a
points
year."
last
s
playoff
the
made
to a 94 points-perand
Clevel
ed
balanc
a
Cleveland used
e in that series.
averag
attack to get past the game
t problem facing
bigges
The
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to
s
Bullet
Washington
t will be the
tonigh
s
visitor
the next best-of-seven series, the
who will sit
,
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e
absenc
Conn
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this for the
broken toe
a
with
game
the
out
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foot. The foot is in
right
his
in
on
star
big
one
no
is
There
the well-balanced club. a cast.
Two Celtics are less than
Cleveland had no scorer in the
y. Big Dave Cowens and
the
health
and
NBA,
top 34 of the
missed practice
leading rebounder during Jo Jo White
White with a
—
sday
Wedne
Jim
was
play
regular season
Cowens with
and
injury
low
knee
Brewer, with a relatively
DOUBLE THREAT Junior Tim lane will be. double threat in
but both are
—
s
spasm
back
game.
per
10.8
of
e
averag
the WKC Track Meet Saturday at Stewart Stadium. Here, lane
the starting
in
be
to
ed
ers
expect
Cavali
However the
throws the shot put 45-6 to tie for first place Wednesday. lane
ive lineup.
offens
even
an
ed
produc
is also one of the top discus throwers in the WKC Meet
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Former Murtayan Joe Tarry Has
Always Wanted To Teach Music
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2. Notice

WILLIAMSBURG, Ky. The sunlight coming through
the window strikes his face,
revealing sad eyes and facial
features. Even in repose, Joe
Tarry, associate professor of
music'at Cumberland College,
radiates an energetic, positive

be anything other than "just a
State University, Tarry
farmer." Tobacco farming
almost decided to change his
went back three generations
major to history. Dr. Frank
in the family, but the Tarrys
Steely, who later served as
had other ambitions for their
president of Northern Kenson. Rebuking the family
tucky State University,
doctor, Roberta Tarry stated
aroused the young musician's
simply,"That will never be."
interest in history and was in
His mother privately taught
general an influence on
Tarry is a big man, blonde
young Joe, through the use of
Tarry's
and almost pretty. He smiles
scholastic
large print books and a large
achievements throughout his
when he speaks, As far back
print typewriter until he was
undergraduate years. Yet, the
as I can remember, I've
able to enter the seventh
professor who most greatly
always wanted to teach grade.
Then Joe Tarry
influenced Tarry was Robert
music." He leans back in his enroll
ed in public school.
Baar, a voice instructor and
chair, still, smiling, eyes
Tarry
played
drums choral directo
. partially closed behind thick
r at Murray
airoughout, high schoO1 and.
State where Tarry ar-ired his
glasses and beneath bushy with
the help of a fine perbrows. He contentedly puffs cussio
- Bachelor of Music Education
n teacher, Chuck
his pipe. The'spectacles look
Simons, he learned to read degree.
oddly out-of-place...
According to Tarry, "Baar
music. While playing the
went farther than any
''My grandfather was a drums
, Tarry moved on to
professor is expected to go
country musician - a fiddler, other
instruments and to vocal
and he taught me to play the music.
with a student. He taught me
guitar and the mandolin when
When he was fourteen years and the other students in his
I was six years old. I old,
classes to go beyond the notes
JOE TARRY'
he won the state music
on a printed page. He made
remember sitting at his feet contes
"Janet has been the sight of people.
t of the Kentucky
Music is for
music a vital, living ex- stabliz
watching him play when I was Federa
tion of Women's Clubs.
ing force throughout ekvinedryobof
icrhe isisgrneoare
wthhe
perien
very young."
ce."
Throughout high school he
my life," reflects Tarry. "I
music
"Music has always been a ;-epe
After leaving Murray, . would
atedly ranked superior in
never have received
A composer and an author,
Tarry attended Southern furthe
part of my life," Tarry state music
r education if she had Tarry has been
ratings.
published in
Baptist Theological Seminary not delaye
reflects, "but there was a time
Tarry's family doctor had
d her own education the Journal Resear
ch of Music
in Louisi ilk. He earned his and
when it seemed I might never been
worked to put me Education and
wrong in his diagnosis of
has had
Bachel
be able to read music."
or,
of
Church
Music through."
Joe's eyes. Through deterchorale music published by
degree at Southern and from
Born in Murray, Tarry had inflation,
Tarry overcame a battle in Crescendo
Tarry was able to
Music Company,
there went to George Peabody his childh
eye problems as a young child read
musical scores, as well
ood and, with the I qlenas Publishing
Company,
College in Nashville, where he same
and was not able to read as
determination, he has and Beacon
the normal sized printed
Hill. Dr. Tarry
earned his Master of Music always
normal print. When he was page.
strived to give the best also writes
book reviews
degree. He earned his Ph. D. of himsel
three years old, his doctor
After graduation, Tarry
f to his work. Con- regularly
for, the Choral
from Florida State University. cerning his
insisted that he would never worked
music philosophy, Journal,
in bands and church
which is published in
While at Southern Baptist he says,
be able to see well enough to choirs
"Music is important Tampa,Florid
to help pay his way
a.
Semina
ry,
Dr.
Tarry
met
his
for
what it does for people. It
through college. While atA member of Phi Kappa
wife to be, Janet Magers. unites
FAST FILM SERVICE
tending
them. Music is for Lambda, of Music Educators
Murray
State
living (Mei Silk Finish as
University, he was a member According to Tarry; "There everyone."
National Conference, and of
on as S2.49 per roll
were not many youngwomen
"There is no one kind of the
of Phi Mu Alpha and earned a
Slides or movies SI.34
American
Chorale
at the seminary during that
music scholarship through the
music which is 'the' type. Directors Association,
ART(RAr7 STUDIOS
Tarry
time, so I went over to the Music
1111S. 12th 153-0035
fraternity.
doesn't exist for has played leadin
g roles in
University of Louisville and music'
Free parkins or rear door.
s sake; music exists for operas and musica
During his years-rid-Murray
ls. He was a
met Janet."
the pleasure and for the in- solo perfo
rmer with the
Florida State University
CE RACK,
Choral Union and the Florida
THE WAVES ARENt THAT Hlal!
.
7
.
1-,1ERE AREN'T EVEN
EVERN BON!
State Madrigal Singers. He is
ANY WHITE CAPS!
f
WE CAN 5111.1..
currently in rehearsal for his
PLALO
role as Emile DeBacque in
Sri%
qv4
I '
"South Pacific," which will be
IMF
Presented April 15-17 at the
blig,f••
Dr. A. Gatliff Memorial
iE
ii
-Led bid
Building on the Cumberland
II
I
slats visills
seeeellel
.•xle
'tntlee 141141•11141,1,14
411•0
selotieen,sodes
3
411.110 "•'-"•••4411wtit
5.4101en•-o-o• gee 11011•41194‘11.•
law •
Col:ege campus.
...snow.%
1114•11V"
1110
.11Pneirli,4 4,
SOINV
Dr. Tarry, wife Janet, and
110411111r1111.1~1610001100
their two children, Elizabeth
table years) and Joseph
NANCY
isgtine IV 418 months), reside,
WANT
in Williamsburg. Dr. Tarry is
AUNT PRITZI,
TO EAT
the son of Mr. and Mrs.
• ET'S GO TO A
Eugene Tarry, Murray. Janet
OUT
RESTAURANT
Magers Tarry is the daughter
TO EAT
of Mr. Henry 0. Magers,
OK
Middletown.
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ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must
be submitted by 12
noon, the day before
publication.
All
reader
classifieds must be
submitted by 4 p.m
the
day
before

FRANKFURT, Ky. (API Gov. Julian. Carroll will be
Joined by Kentucky Sens.
Walter 0. Huddleston and
Wendell Ford and former
tiovs. Lawrence Wetherby
and Bert Combs Saturday at
Elizabethtown for a bicen•ennial celebration.
Statesman's Day,sponsored ---by the Kentucky Historical
Events Celebration Commission, will begin at 10 a.m.
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) -with a parade.
The publisher of the Louisville
Defender newspaper has been
named as first executive
LAKE DATA
director of the Kentucky
Kentucky Lake,7 a.m. 358.1,
Commission on Correction
up 0.1.
and Community Service.
Below dam 300.1, down 0.8.
Gov. Julian Carroll WedBarkley Lake, 7 a.m. 358.2,
nesday appointed Frank
up 0.2.
Stanley, 39, to the new post.
Below dam 302.1, down 0.4.
Stanley has been active in
Sunset 7:49. Sunrise 5:57.
civil rights work in Kentucky,
Moon sets Thursday. 1:04
particularly in Louisville.
a.m., rises 11:57 a.m.

SE

119111,

95 ,4

011e,

Commission Head

treraating
Dealers.

w f77- TVIA55 WHAT A WON DeRPL1LLY
JEST DAISY MUSICAL_ WOG!CcuLD >Cu
MAE '7-TELL- ye -mePROPER
PERaDN 10ASK FOR
1-ER NAKED it\F
MA-•• AGE
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Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS
1 High moun
lain
4 ApRellet,(4,
or A diens
8F oreman
12 Comparative
ending
13 Scolds
14 Unemployed
15Pillaged
17 Uncouth per
sori
19F aroe Ii•
lands wnirlwmcl
20 Church
bench
21 Temporary
bed
22 Conducted
23 Al what
tithe?
25 Drunkard
26 Thee-toed
S1Oth
27 L arnprey
28 Metal
29 Cornmand
32 Symbol tor
tantaturn
33Omen
35 Note of
scale
38 K
38E xist
39F bridle
40 Article
41 Hs,Celli
4 Horse.neck
hair
43 Distant
45 E rnrnet
03 Possessed
47 man 3
nick nan-si
48 Label
4,1C I erbirtg
device
52 Scene of
f,rsf retrace
'`.44 Wittx0U1 Itod
56 Deposit
57 Brother of
Jacob
58 Conduct

CAR HOP needed for full
or part time. Day 8r
night shift. For more
information. Call 7537876.

WHAT WE do best is
care. NEEDLINE, 7536333.

14411.4.• sole L •ost •,t
Corsairs. 1w41sIr
nut.,

Pali.

Holland Druy Store
109 Si Alb
ammettaml1=111lISMIIINP11111111

Answer

In

W•cfr•SA••

pg
P P*E. S
I
5
P 0

a,S.

9 Hypothetical 6

totc•
10 Wild plum

11 Sow
le Number
18 Near
21 T ottcr,
22 Cover
23 Dampens
24 Cure
75 lIla of
respect
28 Skill
28 Measure of
i

7

weight
29 Number
30 Paradise
31 Recielifinn
3314041
fastener

44 Word of so,
row

45 Cooled lain
48 Otticull
48 Greek letter
49 Meadow
34 stows
37 Swiss nye, 50 One
51
Grain
39 Oar
5-3 A Continent
41 Heavenly
(abb.' I
bemp
42 Insane
55 Brother of
43 Confront
Odin
. 4 5
i
• io

•

.1

1111

Ira

mum ai man
!MI Ira'
1151111111131
II mini litip •

•

es'.5

rsaatesainea
spat
/ivrod• In-

lives.

YoulI Love'

dian. can $00 471 1134 Ash
tot Sass Pirchet1 or write P. 0
Iles 1078 ladissepolis, Whew'
4706
,quel opportunity employer

11(11•41010

and

erelsble

an

•
TILLERS, Tillers, tillers
3. H.P. chain drive,
$169.95. 5 H.P. chain
drive, $189.95. All with B
S engines. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.
-- -

WANTED 4
HOMES

4 homeowners la the
gewersil Wes will he givus
time eppertwarry to liev• sirs
nevi ceatee Steel leoso•
Soling appose es 1414Of 140.14
wilt eerier! erstersersSf
work wt avery iew rest
Thes ennaing nem peO41,044
him metered ten ilitores1
14004•44.10044,41 t
sogiwes• fin
tented Werra elle ars Nel
alp with centrism peentowe
awl soisrliw asaietswasoic•
costs it will So yo• •
11101POO
prenriel 1.5 5.
onletleo temase• 04441 WOO
404. es area al firs proles
sea. Oar sow /redact nee
be nod ever every type et
ha.., 104444irq frame am
cress Wei esaertrii it.,
c• etc. It ceases in • rile•ce
ef colors and is see ppm,
to be
ts
Calloway Cowl, woe law
haws or he • showplace is
tie roomy wid we will make
it werni veer eine if
can es* !OW home for
'
,Hiatt.,
•• op
pantaloon wail within 3
days Qua' wad address te:

BOX 233
EVANSVILLE,17(0 47Th

SOMEONE TO MOW
Martin Chapel grave
yard. Call 753-2899
between 4-8 afternoons.
TOOL AND CUTTER
grinder. Experience
desired. Contact Drake
Atwood Industrial,
Mayfield Highwiry,
Paris, Tenn. or call 901642-7847 from 8 a.m. to 4
p.m.
FULL TIME MEAT
cutter. Washburns Food
Market, Hardin, Ky.
Call 4374439.
HELP WANTED the 7th
and 8th at Lynn Grove Egg Co.For information
phone 435-4197.

EXPERIENCED

MAN

for auto body repair in
local new car dealership.
References
required. Call 753-8850
between 7:30 am. and
5:00 p.m. for appointment for interview.

10. Business Opportunity
EARN AT HOME up to
$100 weekly. For information, send selfaddressed, stamped
envelope to GW-20 Dept.
EP; P.O. Box 29281;
'tilumbus, Ohio 43229.

9. Situations Wanted

Mums
Arirkera
CAT
Stets
Plisse
Meese woe directions Mor
nthg, Noon or Evening

YOUNG MAN WISHES
TO
SEEK
EMPLOYMENT in Murray
Area.
Excellent
references.
Received
degree in Business from
Murray State Univer"atty. Call 753-1960.
11. Insurance

BELTONE FACTORY
fresh batteries. Wallis
Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
Call 753-1272.

Mother's Day
Special
Give
Mom
a
treat! All Day
Saturday, Daughter pays for shampoo and set,
Mother's
free.
Two hair styles
for price of one.
Breneras
Beauty
Salon
UlaCLI JIM
S14OPPING CENTER
Ph... 7534517

6. Help Wanted

b, 11.1tOd

•

.aktrer9urat.._

T}IEOTHERSIDE
THE MOUNTAIN94'..

•

111o1f

FULL TIME night help.
No phone calls. Apply in
person only from 7 a.m.it a.m. Thursday,
Friday and Saturday at

CAR CARRIER
ARO RI6
Needed
by
Aero
Mayflower _ ._Transit
Company.

59 French for
SUMmer
DOWN
'Be II
2 Sign of
Zodiac
3Push ahead
4 Over again
5 Young boy
8F Of e x ample
iabbr
7 Broad neck
scant

WAITRESS AM)SHORT
order cook. Gallirnore
Restaurant in Hazel,
call 492-9785.

PERSON-CLEAN and
iron 1 day a week for
couple, furnish own
transportation. Call 7535203

KAM SPA
MURRAY TENNIS
CENTER INC.

..

Robin &
Patti
Found
Love
On

_Publisher Named

URIC
ARCH

WILL THE PEOPLE who
took the plants, hanging
container and 2 Norfolk
pines from. 205 N. 8th,
please return them. No
questions asked.

Attention Farmers
& Home Owners!

Statesman's Day
Being Celebrated
6
,
MA

6. Help Wanted

FOR THE

irsr

-1
BEATLt BAILEY
Tx,/

saS"

1. Notice

PHONE NUMBERS

f:
40

3" 2059

441

753-0129

(

95

ADVER77.51* WHERE/TPAYS

LADY FOR COUNTER
work, 510-11:00 a.m.
Apply in person, Dixie
Cream Donut, no phone
calls.
NATIONAL COMPANY
needs 2 representatives
in Calloway County
area. Salary $12500
weekly. Call 502-4429211;

LINES of insurance
including homeowner,
auto, commercial,
group accident and
hospitalization. Wilson
Insurance and Real
Estate, across from
Post Office. Call 753'326
ALL

14 Want To But
GOOD USED Farmall
tractor, Super A or C.
Prefer 42" belly mower,
but not necessary. Call
767-4055.
GOOD USED dry fertilize
side-dresser to mount on
Ford cultivator. Also
dark fired tobacco
plants. Call 492-8861.
USED SMALL upright
freezer, good condition.
Call 436-2289
15 Articles

For Sale

BOYS INFANT clothes
Like new. Call 753-4330.
CURRENT
ENCYCLOPEDIAS and
reference books, Our
Wonderful World, The
World and Its People,
Encyclopedia
Americana. Phone 7533123 after 4.30 p rh.

*
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19. radii Equipment

15 Articles For Sale

1965 JOHN DEERE 14' FABUGLAS 35 h.p.
Johnson motor, trailer,
backhoe. Call 436-2505.
trolling motor and depth
finder. Call 474-2257.
41 A MODEL John Deere.
Make good hot rod
tractor. Best offer. Call 22 Musical
436-5655.

MAKE BEATEN down
carpet nap at doorways
bright and fluffy again
Blue
with
Lustre.
Western Auto, home of
"Wishirig, Well Gift
Shop".
TILLER SALE, Gilson
model 51016 - $219.95,
model 51081 - $229.95.
Roby Sales, Benton, Ky.

FOR Ali YOUR FENCING NEEDS.Call AAA
Fence Supply Co., 1-4446865, Paducah,Ky. \

EXCELLENT, EFe
EICTENT, ecdrionskal,
Blue Lustre carpet
cleaner. Rent electric
shampooer, Big K. Bel
Aire Shopping Center.

ONE ROW corn picker,
pull type, good conrow
Two
dition.
cultivator 3 point hitch,2
row corn drill, 72 AC
combine. Call after 4
p.m.,753-6210.

ONE ROOM air conditioner. One Hotpoint
15000 BTU, one 20"
black and white all in
good condition. Call 7536200.

ANTIQUE PIE SAFE
refinished,
recently
dark stain. Call 753-2743
after 6 p.m.
SLAB AND TOMATO
stakes Call 753-9811.
16. Home Furnishings
GREEN
OLIVE
naugahyde couch and
chair. $100.00. Call after
4 p.m.,753-3670.

Antique Mall
4th &Sycamore
Murray, Kentucky

Lonardo
Piano Co.

TWO WIDE front end
Avery tractors, 1 row
with tools. Both from
$1,200. See at Duncans
Garage. Phone 753-9983.

20. Sports Equipment

1959 MOBILE HOME on 2
lots in Croppie Hollow.
.
Call 436-2505.

Across from Post Office
Paris, Tennessee

SLUGGS, SNAILS WOOD
fungis, mold, roaches,
insects and termites.
Plastic put under house.
Kelley Termite and Pest
Control, 753-3914.

1988 VICEROY 12 x 60 2
bedroom, all electric,
fully furnished, washer
and dryer, air condition,
underpinning, 100 amp
service pole. $3,400. Call
474-2397 after 4 p.m.

Kenmore washer, excellent condition. One
Tappan electric stove.
Phone 767-4252 after 6:00
p.m.
17. Vacuum Cleaners
KIRBY VACUUM Sales
and Service, 500 Maple
Street. New and rebuilt
vacuums. Call 753-0359.
24 Hour answering
service.
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760,
day or night.

111=1=111
USED SINGER sewing
machine, zig zag and all
attachments.
regular
Fully guaranteed. Sews
perfect. Cash price
$29.50. Call Martha
Hopper, 1-354-8619
.
I

1970 GLASSMATE 14'
fiberglass boat complete
with 40 h.p. JOhnson and
aluminum Barrentine
trailer. Ready to go.
$1150. Call 753-7846.
TRAILER FOR FLAT
bottom boat and a 20 h.p
Evinrude motor. Call
753-2823.
42" STARDUST cruiser.
Air conditioned, extras.
$14,500. Call 1-527-1916.
GLASS
ARROW
Runabout, 16 ft. with 100
H.P. Evinnide. Call 4365829.
14' ALUMINUM boat,
trailer and motor. Call
489-2595.

After June 1, 1976, a 10°0 penalty
will be added to the purchase of
Motor Vehicle License and Business
Privilege Licenses. The City Clerk's
office will be open until 6:00 p. m.
each Friday until penalty date.

AUCTION SALE

Saturday May Mt, 10.. m at Hs* late 1.0.6 Israel home.
Pass Ithrti
Second hosts* sae rrf Poplar Sprigs Clsarth ea Old
left est
Road Cus Fast from Marra, tisrosapit Pottarteins tura
Shishway 614 srt Ind Cat Crash

House of furniture and appliances, antiques
and glass handed down in the family for 65-70
years. Nice electric stove, refrigerator,
automatic washer and dryer, small appliances,
bedroom and living room furniture, odd chairs,
tables, TV, chest of drawers, antique dresser,
side board, drum table, pie safe, kitchen cabinet,
oak table and chairs, fancy quilts and tops, quilt
box, old kettles, pots, flat irons, jars, churns, and
lids, lots of choice pieces of glass, cut, old carnival, lots of collector trinkets, kerosene and
alladdin lamps, buildings and attic filled with
items that have been piled back from the turn of
the century.
FIN letfarmatisa

Chester

and Miller Auction Service

435 4128 or 435 4144, Lynn Grove

Stark Brothers
Auctioneers

ALL TYPES
OF SALES

FOR RENT - One
bedroom efficiency
apartment, furnished
ta.00 per month. Phone
753-9842 or 753-5918.

•Estine
Charles 527 9552
Paul 527 4591

MANOR
MURRAY
apartments Diuguid
Road. Modern, central
air, unfurnished. 1
bedroom from 103, 2
bedroom from 120.
Lease required. $100.00
deposit. Call 753-8668.
FURNISHED APARTMENT for 2 near
University. Available
now. Call 753-7575 or 7530669.

RECONUSED
DITIONED air conditioner, ffom 24,000
BTU to 5,000 BTU. We
also buy used air conditioners. Dill Electric,
753-9104.

Beaton, I.
sod 11••••*1 CAA .
or.
a* .11..ar•

AUCTION SALE, May 8
at 1 p.m. E. C. Kay, 3
miles West of Hazel at
Crossland. Household
•
and antiques.
Items,
Garden and lawn tools,
riding mower and tiller.
1966 Ford Falcon, 40,000
miles.

TWO BEDROOM duplex
apartment, all carpet,
disposal, range, dishwasher, washer-dryer
hookup, central heat and
air. Patio. $150.013 per
month. Call 753-7550.

34 Houses For Rent
COLD SPOT window air
conditioner. 32,000 BTU. THREE BEDROOM
house, air conditioned,
Call 753-9021 after 4 p.m.
Near
lot.
nice
Only 2 years old.
Panarama Shores. Call
436-2266.
AIR CONDITION sale,
Thomas A. Edison 10,000
37 Livestock Supplies
BTU, $199.95. 17,000
BTU $289.95. 20,000 BTU
SADDLE HORSE MARE.
$319.95, 23,000 BTU
Seven years Ici. Phone
$349.95. 26,000 BTU
492-8746.
$384.95. Wallin Hardware across from Post
38. Pets Supplies
Office, Paris, Tenn.
29. Mobile Home Rentals

St.
puppies
Bernard
Championship blood
lines. Call 753-6412 or
753-0957 after 4 p.m.

AK(' KEOTERED

NICE 10 x 50,2 bedroom,
air conditioned. Call 4892595.
MOBILE HOME. two
bedroom, all electric,
$50.00 deposit, 125.00 per
month, water, garbage
lawn
and
pickup
mowing furnished. Call
753-2377.

BLACK & DECKER
cordless grass shears
with re-charger, like
new. 18" cast aluminum
grill, good condition.
Girls 20" bike, excellent
condition. Three piece
maple bedroom suite,
poster bed, good condition. Call 489-2643,
after 5 p.m.

WEIMARANER PUPPIES for sale. AKC
registered, 2 months old.
Call 1-901.642-4337.

TWO BEDROOM Trailer
on private lot. $50.00
deposit, $85.00 month.
Call 753-7304.
TRAILER SPACE for
rent. All connections.
Call 753-9922.

REX'S WORM FARM,
Irvin Cobb Road,(Highway 732), red worms,
Night
Canadian
Crawlers. Phone 4365894 after 5 p.m.
WEED EATER,$29.95, to
$69.95. Spin Trim,$54.95.
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
Tenn.
BALER TWINE, 9,000 ft.
quality, $10.99 per bale.
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
Tenn.
26 TV Radio
19" PHILCO color T.V.
2 years old. $175.00.
/
11
tall 753-7581 after 4 p.m.

WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.
1971 KINGSWOOD 12 x 65
two bedroom, 2 bath,
central air and heat.
Call 489-2666 or 489-2348
1972 12 x 65 MOBILE
HOME, excellent
condition, 2 bedroom,
central air, washer and
dryer. Call 753-0900.
SPARTAN 8 x 36 all
electric, carpeted,
located on private lot
that can be rented.
$1500. Call 753-9033
between 8 a.m. and 5
p.m. or 1-898-2222.

TRAILER ALSO trailer
space. Call after 4:30,
753-2493.
31 Want To Rent
FOR
LOOKING
bedroom house for
married couple and well
behaved dog. Call 7672753 first ask for Suanne.

BOARDING ROOM, 1
large or 2 small adjacent rooms. Contact
104 N. 10th, Linda
Turbett.
WANT TO LEASE air
cured tobacco acreage.
Call 435-4592 or 436-5672.
32 Apartments For Rent
ONE BEDROOM furnished apartment, air
condition. Highway 121
North. Call 753-3139.
TWO - 2 bedroom apartments, furnished and
unfurnished, carpeted,
paneled, all electric,
extra nice, water furnished. Apply at 1414
Vine St.
SMALL THREE room
furnished
apartment.
Couples only, $75.00. If
interested call 753-5870.
APARTFURNISHED
MENT near downtown
Murray. Call 753-4109.
FOUR ROOM House,
furnished, carpeted, two
bedrooms. --eh% --miles
north of Murray. Call

43. Real Estate

ACRE AND 1,4 located on
641 North. Call 753-8527
Sto.t Careasiaa
fif
3
0111011,
atate. ideal III*
hritiiy *sr sago
•
PVaw Cower au w, 0.**
PeS1•111~

45. Farms For Sale

boar etvet

i***

Plasm lets.
et hlassor
is saw yell we ha whoa
yew
this
parch•s•
asagalficaat 3 hasir•oas
kirsch with I bolts wed arawy
ottier tensors ea De4144
/44444 ins L Lod [stir**
753 3203 Anytat•

HILL ADAMS le ARM on
and
Coldwater
Backusburg Rd., Hwy.
1836. 48 acres good
bottom land'. Call 4892131

ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
Sycamore has seven
licensed and bonded
sales personnel to serve
you plus twenty years
exclusive real estate
experience. Call 753-1651
or come by our office.
We like to talk REAL
ESTATE.
55 ACRES, ONE MILE
North of Murray on the
Old Benton Road, just
listed. 146 acres with
Lake
on
frontage
Barkley and several
excellent building sites
with beautiful view of
lake. Phone KOPPERUD REALTY, 7531222 for further details.

HAVE HOUSES WILL
SELL-Three new 3
bedroom, brick homes
with 2 baths, central
heat and air, carpets,
TYPE
built-ins in kitchen, one EXECUTIVE
the
for
HOME"'
with oversized 2 car
ng
minati
discri
garage, 2 with 1 car
homeowner. Logs are
garage. Two have 1575
cut for your
already
sq. ft. living area and
fireplace. Exclusive
one with 1900 sq. ft.
is
neighborhood
Prices drasticly reduced
your
through
d
reflecte
foe quick sale, four
front windOws.
miles from Murray on
Welcome your friends
blacktop road. GUY
your formal dining
into
Y,
REALT
SPANN
or into your den
room
phone 753-7724.
for a more casual
Wooded
evening.
Accessible Yet Secluded
backyard creates a
farm
this fine 20 acre
rustic, peaceful atwith a 4 bedroom home
mosphere. A truly
for
right
will be just
2 story brick
gracious
your family. There is a
white
with
home
year
flows
creek that
all brick
and
columns
around to provide water
porch. Call 753-8080 or
for cattle or horses.
by 105 N. 12th,
come
for
used
Farm could be
s Real
-Major
Boyd
a hog operation. The
Estate.
property is located on
Tucker-Garland
the
THREE
Road about two miles MODERN
and 9
OM
house
BEDRO
121.
Ky.
of
north
acres of choice tendable
Immediate possession.
in
Lynn
farmland
John C. Neubauer Real
Grove. Phone KOPEstates, 505 Math S.,
PERUD REALTY 753Murray, 753-0101-7531 or
1222 for further details.
Bob Rodgers 753-7116.

AKC SCHNAUZERS
puppies. Champion
blood lines. Call 4354481.
40 Produce
SWEET POTATOES.
hundred.
$10.00 a
Texas
Sunkist
grapefruit, $5.00 a box.
Call Bill at 436-5519.
STRAWBERRIES ARE
RIPE, pick your own.
Four miles West of TriCity on Highway 83.
Watch for signs. Hoyt F.
Adams Strawberry
1,
Route
Farm,
Mayfield.ljy. Call 1-382-----/1641

41. Public Sales
FIVE PARTY Green
house and garage sale.
House plants, toys,
books, cameras, small
appliances,
miscellaneous. Notin
Drive
tingham
Sherwood Forest,
Friday 3 till dark,
Saturday 9 till 5.
RUMMAGE SALE at
American Legion Hall,
May 7,
_8:30 a.m.-?
Toddler clothes, etc.
THREE PARTY garage
N 17e,
sale,
th,May 8th 8 a.m.-2
P.m. Clothes, furniture,
toys, miscellaneous. 113
CARPORT SALE
Saturday, May 8, 1976,
mile North of Stella
On Kirksey Highway,
p.m.
8:00 a m, to 4:00
7sizes
clothing,
Ladies
's
13, and children
Clothing, good condition,
furniture, shoes, purses,
pictures, jewelry, and
miscellaenouaHUGE RUMMAGE sale,
Saturday s-4, Bargain
Main.
Barn. 13th and
Livieg ptanis, furniture.
Clothing, appliances_
S°fTmlirig for eVeryone

46. Homes For Sale

44 Lots For Sale

43 Real Estate

•71*, usei...1.3 •hwy.

NICE FURNISHED
APARTMENT. May be
seen at Kellys Pest
Control, 100 South 13th.

28 Heatipg & Cooling

27. Mobile Home Sales
•

YARD SALE 507 Chestnut
St. From 8-2. Clothes of
all sizes, new and used
quilts, odds and ends.
Saturday, May 8th. je
case of rain, be held at
later date.

TWO LARGE and one
small furnished apartrnents. Call 753-1203.

1971 TOWN HOUSE
mobile home, full
electric, 12 x 65, two
baths, two bedrooms.
Call 753-1935. After . 6
p.m. call 436-5424.

24. Miscellaneous
28' X 8' MONARCH
DELUXE Pontoon, 1974 CUSTOM MATTRESSES
made any size for anmodel with 70 h.p.
tique beds or campers.
Evinrude motor, used
only 15.hours. Fully
Buy direct and save on
mattresses,
all
equipped and only $3,200
Helthopedic or foam.
complete. Phone 4365320 or 436-2473.
, WEST KY.MATTRESS,
3ed,
South
1136
, Phone 1443Paducah
out100 H.P. Johnson
7323.
board motor, recently
overhauled. Good
BASSETT
TWO
condition. Carroll VW,
HOUNDS. Also Man-0call 753-8850 between
War camper, 8' with
7:30 a.m.-5:30p.m.
cab-over sleeper, sleeps
4-5. Call 753-5796.
1971 RUNABOUT, NEW
back to back seats, 31-2 H.P. Garden tiller,
astro-turf all through 80
brand new, never used.
h.p. outboard. See at no.
$145.00. Call 753-0388
7 Dill Trailer Ct.
days, or 753-2738 nights.

USED REFRIGERATOR
in good condition. Phone
753-3091.

THREE ROOM FURNISHED apartment,
lots of closets, carpeting, garbage disposal
and air condition. Can
be seen at Owens Food
Market, 1407W. Main:

12 x 70 UNFURNISHED
mobile home, take over
pay
or
payments
balance of $6995.00. Call
753-4330-

23. Exterminating

DAY
MOTHER'S
SPECIAL. Rockers,
reading
recliners,
lamps, patio furniture,
porch swings, cedar
chest, wall clocks.
„Discount on anything
bought fcr Mother.
Can-away
Furniture,
105 N. 3rd, call 753-1502.

753-5323
Iel-Air fester

SPECIAL.
Piano Sale
$695°.9

1970 COUNTRY MANOR
12 x 60, 2 bedroom
trailer. Anchored in
concrete foundation.
Two air conditioners,
underpinning. Located
on nice lot 100' by 260'. A
new well. Call 492-8195.

A-FARMALL TRACTOR,
plow, disc, cultivator
and mower. Call 437- BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to pur4620.
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across
Post Office, Paris,
from
gas
gallon
NEW 1,000
Tennessee. Also The
tanks, very good conAntique Mall, 4th &
dition. Call 489-2414 ask
Murray,
re,
Sycamo
for Johnny.
Kentucky.
SMALL
TRACTOR
LESSONS.
Minneapolis Moline with MUSIC
openings for
te
Immedia
and
disc,
plow,
organ, piano, and
excellent
cultivators,
guitar. J & B Music,
condition. Great for
phone 753-7575.
garden. $1,000. Call 489Johnny.
for
ask
2414

FIELD GROWN tomato
plants. Call 753-4725.

Singer Sewing
Machine Shoo
SALES & SERVICE

20. Sports Equipment

41. Public Sales

32. Apartments For Rent

27. Mobile Home Sales

FOR SALE by owner
cottage,
lakefront
almost 2 acres. Phone
753-9868 8 to 5, 753-6145 6
to 10.
TWO BEDROOM house,1.
acre ground. Call 4362242.

HOUSEHOLD AUCTION
Rain or Shine,
Saturday May 8 1976 10:00 A. M.
Eaker Lambs
Mrs.
1614 College Farm Road at
duplex home.
•
p.as living,
Will sell lifetime' accumulation
Couch, oak
e.
furnitur
room
bedroom and dining
bookcase, two pie
,
machine
sewing
dresser,
stoves, two
safes, one trunk, electric
the botacross
refrigerators, one with freezer
and
mirror
large
tables,
several
tom, washer,
bottles,
popper,
corn
pictures, dinner kettle,
razors. Flat
Wade and Butler and other straight
butlantern,
Railroad
irons, skillet and bakers,
jewelry, porch
,
pictures
other
and
termilk
sausage mill,
swing, crocks for bed chamber,
basket,,linens
split
chairs,
lawn
cooker,
pressure
more.
much
and
tools
yard
and piece goods,
premises. Not
Food and drinks will be sold on
responsible for accidents.

Erwin Arent, Executor
ref

forttle* intorrnotton

Bob Miller 492-8594 or
Douglas Shoemaker 753-3375
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STEAK
SPECIAL

STEAK/
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Every

Friday Night
10 oz. Rib-Eye
Steak Dinner

in
Be the first to move into this luxurious 4 bedroom
Canterbury Estates. French design and many extras at $49,500.
House and three lots in small, quiet town for small
price of $11,750. Perfect for young or retiring
couple.
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Cher
411111•11111

U. S. 641 North
753 0'710

Easy to buy, compact three bedroom brick on
Locust Grove Church Road. Small price of $25,000
includes 1 '1 4 acres and baseboard heat.

Six acres on Kirby Jennings Trail at low, low price
of $5,000.
- -Townhouse on the lake for year rounders. Unusual
design with all built-ins, wall to wall carpeting and 2
fireplace walls. Close to store - 10 miles from
Murray,$45,500.

1A

$499 (Reg. 5750)
Perkins Pancake 8, Steak House

Thirty seven acres and salvagable house on Beane
Road for only $29,550.

Three bedroom brick - lake access located in
Panorama Shores Subdivision for only $35,500. Call
for appointment to see.

MUST
remo
frame
kitch
bath
elect]
stove
Also
smok
with
large
with
Could
incon
on
locati

ONLY

Country privacy, close to conveniences in a
spacious brick home. Extras include landscaping
and large trees, built-ins and a double garage.

Secluded cabin and five acres adjoining TVA in Center Ridge. Owner financing available and priced at
$55,000.

T Hi;
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dry,
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gas
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gart
Bag,
quie.
1888

USDA -CHOICE
•Fresh Garden Salad and
Homemade Dressing
'Baked Potato
'Toasted French Bread

Homestead your own 5 acres. Small farm set up for
chickens, a few hogs and cows. Spacious farm house
in Harris Grove area. Buy now at $27,500.

Panoramic view from this mobile home located in
Pine Bluff Shores. Sacrifice for $9,750.

C111

Investment potential for the handyman; older
frame house and potential apartment. All located on
2acres_ for only $1.3,500.
/
approximately 11
New listing at 1003 S. 16th Street. Brick home with 3
2 baths, nice patio with gas grill. Also
/
bedrooms, 11
features central gas heat. Call for details.
Stately older home framed with huge trees on N.
7th. Features gracious design, central gas radiator
heat, four bedrooms, fireplaces and lovely courtyard. This house must be seen to appreciate!
Gatesboro location - bargain priced 3 BR brick at
$39,000! Extras include fireplace in den, built-ins,
2 baths.
/
and 21
Owner says sell!!! Three bedroom brick in a quiet
subdivision with large fenced back yard. Nicely
decorated and has central heat and air. Perfect for
comfortable family living.
Immaculate brick near hospital and schools.
Features cheery kitchen and wall to wall carpeting
Reasonably priced at $25,500.

Would you believe? A four bedroom home on a large
lot for only $36,900. Some extras include a huge
living room and radiant heat. Immediate possession
on this one!

Now is the time to buy a lake business! Restaurant,
floating dock and bait house on main lake. Illness
forces sale at $37,500.

2 bath brick near univer/
Immaculate 3 bedroom, 11
sity for only $27,000. Located on quiet corner lot with
all conveniences nearby.

Grocery store with gas pumps and nice home all included in selling price of $53,250. Good location on
Hwy 94W.

Bargain priced in an established neighborhood at
$27,500. Four bedrooms, fireplace and dining room.
Call for an appointment to see this one!

Beautiful building sites in town, country or lake. I ,et
its know your location and we'll help you find a lot
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EDNA KNIGHT 753-4910
HOYT ROBERTS 753-3924
IRA PARKER 753-6086
5650
RAY ROBERTS-436REQUARTH 753-2477
ANNA
22
T. C.COWE 753-51
PAT ARMSTRONG 436-2174

412 South 121114tre*

Phone 753-1651

•
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46 Homes For

!MELEE BEDROOM
BRICK, central air and
heat (gas), all kitchen
built-ins, washer and
dryer, large family
room, 1 "z baths, patio,
gas
grill,
fenced
backyard, and growing
garden. Home located in
Bagwell Subdivision on
quiet street. Call 7531888 for aprintment.

BY OWNER Canterbiuy. MOVING MUST SELL!
Large 2 story colonial -10 r0bm frame home
with large lot near
home with 4 bedrooms,
University. Lots of
21,2 baths, on well lanspace and attractive
dscaped lot. Gas heat,
features for 622,500:Call
less than 4 years old.
753-4045.
Priced in upper forties.
Call 753-4186.
SMALL FARM, house
and 5 acres. Edge of
Graves County in Bell
City. Home has been
For Sale
newly remodeled,. A
By Owner
bedroom 1'1 story,
410 South 10th Street.
'aluminum - sided, new
Reconditioned and
roof, new carport,
remodeled. Frame,
electric heat, deep well,
weather boarded
other outbuildings.
Price to sell at
$16,900. Nesler Realty
$10,000. Phone 753Co., call 1-247-6752.
(1675.

46 Homes For Sale

•
(No Down Payment Required)
Poorrirty eiryraciat

1 Apt. Size Piano .

..'10''
.
1 Spinet Piano
'17'
$2975
Console Piano
1 Small Organ
1 Large Organ . .****••• '30')
1 Console Stereo
1 B/W TV
1 Color TV
1 1-45 Gibson Guitar
Even Cheaper with Trade-Ins

J
arostairt St

House

B Music
7$3-7375

47. Motorcycles
16' TRAILER, camper.
Sleeps six_ Call 753-4904,
1972 YAMAHA 350 road
bike. $325.00. Call 7672357.
GOOD 1972 CB100 Honda.
New battery. $240.00
Call 489-2595.

Meeray, Ky.

1973 YAMAHA 100 LT 2
dirt, street bike. Never
ridden in dirt. Like
brand new. 90 mpg. 3000
miles,$350.00. Call Steve
753-7717.

342 H.P. MINI-BIKE, sell
cheap. Call 4354311.
MINI-BIKE,like new. 24"
10 speed bike. Call 7533693.
1974 CB360, $750.00. Call
753-0239 before 2 p.m. or
see at 1830 Main Street.

Kopperud Realty
This Week's
Featured Homes

'ences in a
landscaping
garage.
urn brick on
rice of $25,000

ymah; older
All located on
1.
home with 3
gas grill. Also
'Is.

Just Listed
Like new, very neat and attractive 3 bedroom, 11-2 bath home with living
room, kitchen-den combination, utility room, covered concrete patio, outside storage and garage. Only $31,500.

:e trees on N.
gas radiator
d lovely cour,reciate!

and schools.
wall carpeting.

ss! Restaurant,
:in lake. Illness

ice home all in. ood location on

905 Doran Road

4P

Large and luxurious three bedroom,2 bath home with many fine features including large modern kitchen, large den with woodburning fireplace, enclosed sunporch, living room - dining room combination, attached 2 car
garage, central gas heat and central electric air conditioning and many
other extras. $44,900.

ck an frame tri-level wi h 2 full baths, living
Four bedroom m
th woodb
lace,
ing U
room-den combinati
en, and garage on
en
ira a and ri. ed inside and out.
large lot. House has jus
Vacant and ready
• ee this home before
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you buy! Priced at only $31,900.
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OFFICE HOURS
9 :004:00 MON titre Fit
Saturday:
Sy Appointment

White House Building
711 Keit%
75342.22 Business 753-3003 Residence

4
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1965 DODGE PICKUP.
-Good condition
after 5 p.m. 753-2724.

0

1913 PLYMOUTH FURY
III, top condition. Call
753-5063.
50 Campers

P
110H-10/OCK IT OFF, JIMMY."
49 Used Cars ,5 Trucks

41. Motorcycles
1974 HONDA CR 250
Elsinore, 1972 Honda
X1.250, 3400 actual
miles, extra sharp
bikes. Call 435-4467

FOUR 15" x 8" chrome
wheels for Ford truck or
jeep, two 14" x 16"
chrome wheels for
Chevrolet. Call 435-4467

1968 DATSUN station
wagon 510. Real good
condition. Call 753-6089

1970 CHEVROLET NOVA
V-8 automatic. 1970
Nova, 6
cylinder
automatic. Also 1962
Chevrolet A-1 condition.
Call 436-5366 or 436-5437.
1964 GTO power steering
and brakes, completely
overhauled, must see.
Call 753-3410.
NICE ONE owner, 1973
Datsun, air condition, 4
speed. Tivo door. $1795.
Call 489-2595.
1971 VEGA $700.00 or best
offer. Call 753-9342.

19M'OLDS 911~ Excellent
condition. Deluxe
luxury, new transmission, air condition,
power windows, radio.
1971
"Jeepster Com$500.00 or best offer. Call
mando," V6, 4 wheel
Farmington,345-2591.
drive, With hard top,
good condition, $1,975. 1913 INTERNATIONAL
Call 753-7405 after 6 p.m.
Travel-All, air condition, 4 new tires,
auxiliary tank, under
1970 MERCEDES BENZ
40,000 miles. For sale or
280SEL sedan, one
trade for a bate model
owner, doctor's car ,
pickup. Call 753-7919
fully equipped. Current
after 4 p.m.
replacement cost
$20,000. Firm price
$5,500 Call 753-8611 FOR SALE 1956 GMC
pickup. Good condition.
days.
Must sell. Call 753-7520.
1971 VW SQUAREBACK
air condition, one owner,
1959
CHEVROLET
$1,295. Call 753-4445.
PICKUP, 6 cylinder,
1912 CHEVROLET BEL
good condition. $225.00.
AIR, 4 door, excellent
Call 492-8866 or 492-8292.
running condition. Call
753-0530 after 5:00 p.m.
1957 FORD Fairlane, 4
doors, runs but needs
1957 FORD runs good.
work $100.00 Call J.T.
$150.00 or best offer. Call
Lee 753-9215 4. 762-4158
767-2751.
after 11 p.m MondayThursday.
1938 FORD pickup truck,
runs, licensed. Eight
cylinder. Call 753-1440.
1911 FORD RANCHERO
1968 BUICK ELECTRA,
needs work, make offer.
Call 436-2107 after 6.

1969
CHRYSLER
WAGON. Double air,
radials, power steering,
and
brakes. Good
condition. Call 753-6781.

1941 DODGE PICKUP.
1954 Dodge pickup.
$250.00 for both trucks.
Call 753-0388 days, or
753-2738 nights.

Squire. $1500 Call_ 7535093.
1975 AUDI 100IS, 20.000
miles, 8 track tape, air
power
conditioner
steering and brakes,
$5800.00. Call 901-6424640.
VW STATION
1971
WAGON, 411 automatic
transmission, factory
air, new radial tires,
wire wheels covers;
42,000 actual miles.
$1450.00. Call 753-0850
after 5 p.m.

Real
GEstate

Gatesberough

Located just outside the city limits on the west side of town is this modern
brick, ranch home with 2 bedrooms, large living room, and very large kitchen with lots of cabinet space and storage areas. Central heat and air, carport, large lot in country setting makes this a real pleasant home, $27,000

753-1651

1-

Three bedroom modern brick ranch home with 2 baths, large living room,
dining room, kitchen-den combination, carport on corner lot. Owners
moving out of state and want offer. A well built and comfortable home.
Priced at $33,900.

Country Living - City Convenience

7534910
753-6086
753-2477

1967 CHEVY VAN, 108
Series, side door, good
work van. Call 474-2257.

1972 DATSUN pickup,
excellent condition. Call
753-5561.

2 Miles From Murray
try or lake. Let
you find a lirt

1916 CJ5 Renegade jeep,
radio, winch under 1,700
miles. Still smells new.
Call 753-8270.

1970 LTD FORD, loaded,
new tires. Call 436-5366.

3 BR brick at
den, built-ins,

erick in a quiet
yard. Nicely
air. Perfect for

49 Used Cars

49 Used Cars 8 Trucks
HONDA 350, excellent
condition,
1965
chevrolet, four on the
floor, 327 engine, good
body and tireS. Can
assume payments or
pay cash. Call 753-2810.

SMILE FACE IN AD MINIMUM 1" DEEP $1.90

Another View

48. Automotive Service

Take Up Monthly Payments

.50)

HAPPY AD FOR

46. Homes For Sale

MUST SELL, newly
remodeled 2 bedroom
frame house, large
kitchen and living room,
bath and utility room,
electric heat or wood
stove, extra good well. I.
Also 2 7-10 acres with
BY
OWNER -Price
smoke house and stable
reduced for quick sale.
with small pond, also
Three bedroom frame in
large block building
Murray. Phone 753-7573.
with concrete floor.
Could be used for extra
LARGE
10
ROOM
income. This building is
FRAME house close to
on nice corner lot
University, make an
location. Call 474-2701.
offer. Call 753-948.
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main. decisions So, it's understandable why so much
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this important task easier,
You with

home

as you
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stantly recall th, location,

rigfit for you No one knows
this better than your kxal
Realtor

of roords heat ',tel. taxes

011ie the Realtor takes on
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ture of the house

you a home, hell probably
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51 Services Offered

JOHN HUTCHENS'
Plumbing and Electric.
No jobs too small. Call
436-5642 early morning
or late afternoon.

RELIABLE 15 YEAR old
girl will babysit in your
home after 4 p.m. Will
be free day or night as of
June 1st. Call 753-6686.

ATTIC VENTILATION
pays! Call Bob for
details, 753-3509.

WILL GIVE TENNIS
LESSONS, starting May
1, extremely good rates.
Call 753-1960.
' -PAINTING EXTERIOR,
interior, years of experience. By the job or
by the hour, free
estimates. Call 4374534

MOBILE HOME ROOFS
refinished, stops leaks,
reflects suns rays,
experienced. Call 753for estimate.

CARPET CLEANING
experienced,
very
reasonable rates,
references,
free
estimates. Quick drying.
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.

STARCRAFT
1974
Starmaster 8, camper
trailer, excellent condition. $1475.00. Call 7537231.

ROY
HARMON'S
CARPENTER SHOP.
Professionals. Building,
remodeling, repairing.
Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street. Across from HiBurger.

NICE USED CAMPERS
very reasonable Can be
seen at Whites Used Cal
Lot, East 94 highway, 3
miles from Murray. Call
7534605.
51 Services Offered

BOB'S
HOME
IMKIRBY CARPET CARE
PROVEMENT Service,
clean rugs of all kinds.
carpentry, painting,
In business, homes, ant cement work, interior
institution rugs come
and exterior. Let Bob do
clean
by
steam
it. Free estimates. Call
eleanirPg.
Free' 436-2502.
estimates. 24 hour answering service, 500 DOZER AND backhoe
Maple. 753-0359.
work. Trucking gravel
and dirt. Call 437-4533,
WET BASEMENT? We
after 8 p.m. Call 1-354make wet basements
8161 or 1-354-6138.
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
ALUMINUM SWINGS,
write Morgan Convinyl siding, aluminum
awnings.
struction Co. Route 2,
vinyl
or
Box 4910A, Paducah, Ky.
Aluminum Service Co.
42001. Phone day or
Call 49141647.
night 442-703.
JUNK CARS picked up,
PAINTING, INTERIOR
scrap iron. Call 753-6477.
and exterior by the hour
Marshall and Calloway
or job. Free estimates.
County.
Call 753-8343.
LAWN MOWING and
CARPENTER REPAIR,
minor tree trimming.
and alterations, and
Reasonable rates. Call
furniture repair. Call
753-7836, Phillip Lamb.
after 5, 436-2476.
753-0610 or 436-2516.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 4748841 or 753-7203.
NEED
YOUR lawn
mowed or garden tended? Call Barbara, 7538465.
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-4156.
KELLY WOODS IS now is
plumbing business for
himself. Licensed
Master Plumber for any
plumbing needs. Call
753-1778 days or 753-6546
nights.
SAVE MONEY. Ken's
Lawn Mower repair
$2.00 per hour plus
parts. Mower blades and
saws sharpened 94 E. to
280 E. past saw mill road
across brigge first
gravel road left bz mile.

LAKELAND
CONSTRUCTION backhoe
work in Baywood,
Panorama Shores area
White rock delivered
anywhere. Call Ross,
436-2505.
DRIVEWAYS WHITE
rocked and graded. Free
estimates. Septic tank
rock, rip-rap, decorated
rock, masonry and fW
sand. By load or ton.
Clifford Garrison, 7535429 after 4 p.m.
JOHN IS NO LONGER
with Steely and Clark.
Self employed for septic
tanks and backhoe
work. Call 753-8669.
GENERAL BACKHOE
work, white gravel,
bank gravel. Call 4362306.

BOB'S WELDING Shop,
24 hour service, portable
and aluminum welding
formerly J & B Welding.
Call 436-590.
RANDY
WILSON
Spreading Service, will
spread fertilizer and
lime. Call 753-3809

HAVING TROUBLE.
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.
WILL DO HOUSEWORK
and some yard werk.
Call 753-1495.
WILL KEEP a couple of
elderly women Call 7535560.

Pectsliki Sand
0111111/41 CI want

Dale Spencer Route 4,
Yuri-1446
1 i( tari Phone
502,

CUSTOM MADE drapes,
you pay only for
material used. Over 150
patterns, 15 per cent off
during month of May
only. P. N. Hirsch and
Co., phone 753-9779

54 Fiee Column
FOUR KITTENS, 3 grey,
1 black. Call 753-8690
after 4:30.

Soybean Growers
For your Soybean needs:
reftwi
.9.

L

Seed:InoDycauniaatvion
Mot'y Mix

Soybean
i
:e
ILo
E snretx
iIfs
Cutler 71

Murray Warehousing
Corp.
Old Concord Road
Murray, Kentucky

753-8220

AUTO
dREPAIR
•Automatic Transmission
Service

21t
•Complete Front End Service
'Complete
Radiator and
Condenser
Service
•Gas tank repair
'Complete tune-up and
electrical repair.

•Carburator Repair
•Muffler and broke service

209 S. 7th

753-1751

See us for your

Complete Automotive
And Truck Repair

LICENSED electricanprompt efficient service. No job too small.
Call Ernest White, 7530605.

IT'S

Wit
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AT

DINKINS MOBILE HOMES
ANNOUNCING
A FULL COMPLETE LINE OF
MOTOR HOMES, MINI-HOMES
and TRAVEL TRAILERS

and financial requirements
N you have 1

51 Services Offered

WILL BUSH HOG lots.
Call 753-1980, D. 0.
Parks.

12 ft. Fleetwing camper,
sleeps 4. Call 753-1795 or
753-7801.

Thn way, you car 'ate each

time and care is taken when
looking for a home that's

Si.Services Offered

itl
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PRESTIGE HOME
PRESTIGE LOCATION
In Gatesborough Subdivision,this home is
striking on the outside but even more impressive
on the inside Twelve large rooms, including four
bedrooms and 2142 baths, two separate heating
and cooling units. One of Murray's finest homes
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Home Phones
Don Tacker 7531930
Chuck Single 153 4560

502 Maple
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Deaths and Funerals
Funeral Is Today
For Mr. Henson
Funeral services for Well°
Henson of Benton Route Four
are being held today at two
p.m. at the chaPel of the
Collier Funeral Home, Benton, with Rev. Paul Dailey
officiating. Burial will be in
the Hamlett Cemetery.
Mr. Henson, age 82, died
Wednesday at 12:40 a.m. at his
home. He was a veteran of
ittorld War I.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
one
Henson;
Beatrice
daughter, Mrs. Edwina Faye
...Arington, Vienna, Ill.; one
son, Mydoral Wayne Henson,
Benton; one sister, Mrs.
hareva Harrison, Hardin; two
brothers, Byron Henson,
Benton, and Solon Henson,
Calvert City; six grandchildren.

H. Glenn Sills Is
Dead At Age 54;
Funeral Is Friday

Hafford Glenn Sills of 902
Pogue, Murray, died Wednesday at 9:55 p. m. in the
Cardiac Care Unit of the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 54 years of
age.
The Murray man was
ill Wednesday
stricken
morning while at work for the
Claude Vaughn Plumbing and
Heating Company. An Army
veteran of World War II, he
was an employee of the
Enamel Department of the
Murray Division of the
Tappan Company.
Mr. Sills and his wife, the
former Audrey Bucy, who
survives, were married April
17, 1948. Born May 2/, 1921, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of Mrs. Millie Outland
Sills, who survives, and Cecil
Sills who died November 21,
1774.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Audrey Sills; mother Mrs.
Millie Sills, New Concord; two
sisters, Mrs. Leonard Murle)
Durmaway, North 16th Street
Extended, Murray, and Mrs.
C. T. 1Teena) Ratliff, Hayti,
Mo.
Funeral services will be
held Friday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with Rev.
Gerald Owen officiating and
the Murray Church of the
Nazarene Trio providing the
music. Burial will be in the
McCuiston Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

and Van Edward Stills were indicted
for the robbery of Cook's Jewelry, and
their trial date has been set for May 27.
Indicted for assault in the first degree
of Ray Williams on March 6, 1976, was
Wanda Williams and her trail date was
set for September 21.
. Stanley Dick's trial has been s.et for
June 10. He was indicted on fOur counts
of aiding and abetting and two counts of
third degree burglary, the clerk's office
reported.

where we can work on a cooperative
basis between city and county to continue to improve the quality of life in
our community."
Trial dates for five persons including
Brad Hendrickson, Barry. Bequette,
Wayne Pifat, Bobby Harris, and Woody
.
Beardsley on drug charges, and Larry
Orr, uttering a forged prescription have
been set for July 19, according to the
.., Circuit Clerk's office.
t. Barnett,
.
. Clark Jones, Jr., Henry

Memorial Services
Planned Sunday
For Missionary
Memorial services for Mrs.
Cordelia Erwin Hirst will be
held Sunday at 2:30 p.m. at the
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church with Dr.
William P. Mullins, Jr., officiating and the Church Choir
provi ling the song services.
Interment will follow in the
church cemetery with the
arrangements by the Miller
Funeral Home of Hazel.
Mrs. Hirst died Saturday at
Denton, Teaas. Sbe was 96
years of age and had served as
a teaching missionary in
Korea from 1904 to 1954. The
Cordelia Erwin Circle of the
South Pleasant Grove Church
was named in her honor and
she presented the circle with
the Bible she had used in her
teaching at one of her previous
visits here.
was
missionary
The
originally a member of the
South Pleasant Grove Church,
and was born May 7, 1880, the
daughter of the late Dr. and
Mrs. Joe Erwin. She was
married in 1929 to J. W. Hirst,
M. D., and he died in 1952.

Wontinued from Page 11
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Middle School Will
Have Open House

HEALTH CENTER OPEN HOUSE: Pictured above is the main reception area of the
newly-remodeled Student Health Center at Murray State UniVersity. An "open house"
period for the new facility will be held from 1 until 6 p.m tomorrow, May 7, with the
public invited. Dr. Judith Hoods is the director and the Unisersity's physician. The center is located on the ground floor of the north wing of Wells Hall with the entrance on
the east side facing the campus quadrangle.

Advisors Pessimistic
About Nomination

The open house at the
Murray Middle School on
Monday, May 10, from seven
to eight p.m. will be for any
parents or 'Students who plan
to attend the school next year
and who are not now enrolled
at Carter and Robertson
Elementary and University
Schools.
Robert Glin Jeffrey, principal, said the students at the
above listed schools will be
visiting the Middle School at
planned hours on Monday and
Tuesday, and the open house
will be for any other students
who plan to enroll at the
school for the fall term.

New Paving
Approved By
MCC Board

Vol

01 local Interest e noun
Pram ol
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The newly-paved driveway,' Name Omitted From
MAYFIELD, Ky. AP ) —
Workers at the- Ingersol Rand the work on which already is
Centac Division plant here underway, is part of an overList Of Graduates
were expected to return to all club improvement package
Another student, Judy A.
work today, ending a wildcat approved by the membership
of Murray, has filed an
Persall
last year. A two-inch layer of
strike that began Friday.
for her degree to
application
on
placed
being
is
About 200 workers, mem- new paving
during the 53rd
awarded
bers of Local 2523 of the the old driveway from College be
commencement
tri)ring
annual
past
just
point
a
to
Road
and Farm
Aerospace
United
Murray State
at
exercises
Machinists Union, failed to the pro shop. The work is
on Saturday, May
University
Ralph
by
done
being
show Lip for work Friday.
8.
Details of the non-contract McCuiston, who also will do
Miss Persall has filed apcourts,
tennis
new
two
the
dispute were not disclosed.
for the degree of
plication
recomthat
The workers voted Wed- provided
of Science in Health
Bachelor
the
by
approved
is
mendation
to
return
nesday night to
and Physical Education.
general membership May 18.
work.
members
new
three
Tht
air
res
plant
manufactu
The
whose applications were'
compressors.
approved Monday night in00he,
Kea.,
NAME OMITTED
clude: Thomas L. and Betty
EXTRA'STRENGT14
The natne of one teacher Pitts. 1513 Kirkwood; David
CAPSULES
man pm,tiler CCrILOIre ro sagsrri
was inadvertently omitted Lee and Pat McMullen, 912
AshE.
by
the
Cynthia
the
list supplied
from
Waldrop and
Calloway County School by,804 Minerva.
LOW DISCOUNT
superintendent's office.
In other action, the board
PRICES
Marianne Malone will also be also voted to improve
A
a science teacher at Calloway television reception at the club
County High School this fall, by installing a new antenna
SAV-RITE
booster
additional
according to the superin- and
r Center
Be
tendent's office.
equipment.

Ingersol-Rand
Workers Expected
Back On Job Today

win."
chances in the May 18
WASHINGTON (AP) —Key
four straight primary Michigan voting, and White
After
President
to
political advisers
wins — Texas on Saturday and House Press Secretary Ron
Ford are growing increasingly
and Nessen, said, "I'd be kiddini:
Georgia,
Indiana,
chances
his
about
pessimistic
— you if I didn't say there is a
Tuesday
on
Alabama
of arriving at the . GOP
Reagan has 360 committed concern the President could
with
Convention
National
delegate votes to 292 com- lose Michigan."
enough votes for a first-ballot
mitted to Ford. There are 329
Much of4he advice being
victory, and some are conn given Ford urges him to get
Republica
ted
uncommit
own
his
cerned he could lose
delegates. There are 1,278 off the defensive and spend
state's primary.
delegates yet to be chosen. It less time responding to atReagan's
After Ronald
Claude Bohannon, Sr., of
, Sen. will take 1,130 votes for tacks by Reagan.
Kirksey Route One died dramatic resurgence
At his news conference,
said nomination at the convention
.,
R-Kan
Wednesday at 10:05 a.m. at Robert Dole,
in Kansas City this August.
Ford appeared to be trying out
think
didn't
he
Wednesday
Municipal
Benton
the
Ford declined to predict the advice. He said he thought
either Ford or Reagan would
Hospital.
might happen in the he had winning issues in that
what
with the
He was 60 years of age and a reach the convention
remaining primaries, but he -we
, are at peace," that the
.
for
needed
.votes
member of the New Zion 1,130
-We're going to win our economy was improving and
said,
Baptist Church. Mr. Bohannon nomination.
full share."
that he had restored trust and
And at a news conference on
was employed as a furnace
GOP
former
a
Dole,
But
confidence in the executive
Ford
operator for Airco Alloys at Wednesday,
national chairman, said he• branch of government.
reviewing
is
he
ged
acknowled
Calvert City for twenty-five
thinks Reagan is ahead in
his campaign strategy, and he
years.
Nebraska, which votes next
Morehead Professor
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. backed away from his earlier Tuesday. In nonprimar
allot
first-b
a
Adeline Bohannon, mother, predictions of
"I think states, he said he expec
Dies In Plane Crash
Mrs. Mildred Bohannon, one victory, saying only,
to do well in Wyoming
Reagan
and
City
Kansas
to
Jerry we'll go
Mrs.
daughter,
and sweep Oklahoma.
MOREHEAD, Ky. ( AP —
Franklin, and three sons,
Even Michigan, Ford's Richard W. Thier, associate
George, Claude, Jr., and
home state, is now regarded professor of music at
Ronnie Bohannon, all of
as questionable. Michigan law Morehead State University,
one
Kirksey Route One;
permits crossover voting was killed today when his
sister, Mrs. Floria Teckenwhere members of one party plane crashed on approach to
brock, Benton Route One;
can vote in the other party's the Rowan County Airport.
eight grandchildren.
primary. In Texas and
State Police said the single
The funeral will be held
Indiana, two other crossover engine aircraft struck a group
the
at
p.m.
Friday at one
Persons who have nOt states, Reagan defeated Ford of trees shortly after midchapel of the Filbeck and turned in their money for the with the aid of Democratic night.
Cann Funeral Home with Rev. Cystic Fibrosis Jog-Bike-A- votes, many apparently from
Thiel-. 41, also conductor of
Don Phelps and Rev. C. C. Thon are urged to do so by former George Wallace
Morehead State's orchestra,
Brasher officiating. Burial Friday.
supporters.
died seven hours later. He was
will be in the Soldier Creek
Anyone who has not turned
Senate GOP Whip Robert F. returning here from Mt.
in their money by Friday will Griffin of Michigan said he is Sterling, police reported.
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the not be eligible for a prize.
concerned about Ford's
Darrell Overby of Southwest
funeral home.
Elementary turned in $169 to
win the 10-speed bicycle from
Spoke & Pedal. Overby will be
presented the bike early next
week and a list of all the other
prize winners will appear in
Murray Area Vocational Road and Sycamore Street.
Mrs. Maude Lorene Green
Murray Ledger & Times Education Center will offer
the
There are no specific
of Hickman, mother of James
next Wednesday.
another Cashier Checker educational requirements for
H. Green of Murray, died
Thus far, over $700 dollars of Training Course starting this occupation other than
Monday at the Clintonthe $800 pledged has been Monday, May 10. The course-is being able to read and write;
Hickman County HoSpital,
turned in.
offered at no cost to all per- eligibility for promotion is
Clinton.
Anyone needing information sons interested in entering the entirely up to the individual.
She was 77 years.of age and
may contact chairman Mike food distribution field at the Students attending the course
the widow of Floyd Green.
Brandon at 753-6977.
are trained to ring on a cash
supermarket level.
Born February 6, 1899, in
Officials say that students register, refund money to
Kentucky, she was the
completing the 80-hour course customers, make change,
daughter of the late Frederick
will be able to work as a calculate sales tax, handle
and Mary Jane Robertson.
in supermarkets, drug food stamp orders, establish
cashier
by
Mrs. Green is survived
t stores, or good customer relations, and
stores,
departmen
two sons, James H. Green of
May
Federal State Market News Service
accomplish all the skills
outlets.
retail
Jr.,
other
Green,
1976
6,
Floyd
Murray and
Kentucky Purchase Area TRyg Market
necessary to work effectively
will
be
course
The
offered
Hickman; one daughter, Mrs.
Stations
Buying
8
Rev. Harley Dixon, Report Includes
five days per week from 8:00 in a supermarket. A cerReceipts, Act, 165 Est. 700 Barrows &
Anna Belle Newton, Hickman;
Chaplain, Western Baptist
Gilts mostly .75 higher Sows steady - 50
a.m. to 11:00 a.m. and from tificate will be issued upon
one sister, Mrs. Charles Agee,
higher most advance on vrts over 450
Hospital, Paducah, will
11:45 a.m. to 2:45 p.m. completion of 80 hours. The
US 1-2 200-230 lbs. . . $49 00-49.25 few 49.50
Jackson, Tenn.; eleven
for couples
. $48 53-49.00
session
a
lead
lbs .
200-240
1-3
US
Students will be expected to class will end May 28.
grandchildren; five great
54750-4850
US 2-4 240-260 lbs.
and
married
848.50-4750
All interested persons
attend both sessions each day.
US 3-4 260-200 lbs
grandchildren. One son, (both
May
Friday,
Sows
on
engaged)
call the Murray Area
will
be
should
The
course
Roland Green, is deceased.
conducted
. 140.00-4100
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.
$40 50-41 50
in the mobile unit, located at Vocational Education Center
US 1-3300-450 lb•
Funeral services were held 7, at First Baptist Church.
US 1-3 450-650 lbs $41 00-42.00 few 42 50
the Murray Area Vocational at 753-1870 to register and
Wednesday at four p. m. at the The theme of the session
839 00-4000
US 2-3 300-5001bs
Beginning
"The
be
will
Education Center at Doran obtain further information.
Boars 32.00-35.00 mostly 3200
chapel of the Chaney Funeral
Home, Hickman, with Bro. --and Ending of Marriage."
A potluck meal will begin
Jack London officiating.
Interment was in the Hickman at 7:00 p.m. in the
Fellowship Hall.
City Cemetery.

Mr. Bohannon, Sr...
Dies Wednesday:
Rites Are Friday

Pledges From C-F
log-Bike-A-Thon
Sought ByChairman

Murray Vocational Center Will
Offer Cashier Checker Course

Mother Of James
Green Dies Monday

Purchase Area
Hog Market
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COFFEE LIKE
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• EXCLUSIVE
BREWING SYSTEM

—8
—6

• BREWS IN JUST
SECONDS

saga
•la

• NO MESSY
CLEANUP

4
—2

Expertly engineered to provide years of trouble free service, Mr. Coffee
makes rich flavored, restaurant style coffee. Drip made. And faster than
any other coffee maker. A full 10 cups in less than five minutes. The coffee
Mr. Coffee makes is never bitter because it's never boiled. No mess, since
the filters are disposable. 51-317 3

GENUINE MR COFFEE FILTERS
TRAINING HERE—A Cashier Checker Training Course will begin Monday, May 10. at
the Murray Area Vocational Education Center. Offi(id is s.ry students «)mpleting the
80-hour'course will be able to work as caThiets in many types of businesses. Pictured
are Ruth Turner, Resa Burkeen, and Valerie Ross; all are recent graduates from April,
19—; interested persons should contact Murray Area Vocational (location Center at
7'i 1-1870.
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Bel-Air Shopping Center
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